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Abstract 
Courcelle, B., The monadic second-order logic of graphs V: on closing the gap between definability 
and recognizability, Theoretical Computer Science 80 (1991) 153-202. 
Context-free graph-grammars re considered such that, in every generated graph (3, a derivation 
tree of G can be constructed by means of monadic second-order formulas that specify its nodes, 
its labels, the successors of a node etc. A subset of the set of graphs generated by such a grammar 
is recognizable iff it is definable in monadic second-order logic, whereas, in general, only the "'if" 
direction holds. 
Introduction 
A fundamental  theorem by Bfichi [3] states that a language is recognizable ifl it 
is definable in monadic second.order logic (MSOL;  this logic uses quantif ications 
over objects and sets of  objects). This result has been extended to finite ranked 
ordered trees by Doner  [! !], and to sets of  finite unranked unordered trees by 
Courcel le [7]. This latter extension uses an extension of  MSOL called counting 
monadic  second-order logic (CMSOL) ,  making it possible to count the cardinalities 
of  sets modulo  positive integers. 
These three results retate an algebraic aspect, namely recognizability, defined in 
terms of  congruences having finitely many classes, to a logical one. Their proofs 
use as an intermediate tool a third notion, that of  a finite-state string or tree 
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automaton. Our aim is to extend them to sets of  graphs ("graph" means "finite 
hypergraph" in this paper). Stqce a graph can be considered as a logical structure, 
graph properties can be expressed by logical formulas. From this we derive the 
notion of a MSO-definable set of graphs, i.e., of a set of graphs characterized by a 
graph property expressed by a MSO formula. Graph operations (that for instance 
glue two graphs in a certain precise way) make it possible to equip the set of graphs 
with an algebraic structure, to define the notion of a congruence on the corresponding 
algebra, and to define the notion of a recognizable set of graphs. 
One half of the analogue of Biichi's theorem holds: every MSO-definable (and 
even CMSO-definable) st't of graphs is recognizable [7]. The other half does not: 
the set of square n x n-grids, where n ranges over a nonrecursive set, is recognizable 
but is not definable. However, this counterexample uses a set of graphs of infinite 
tree-width, i.e., for which infinitely many graph operations are necessary to define 
its elements by finite graph expressions, it leaves open the case of  sets of graphs of 
bounded tree.width. We make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture I. i f  a set of graphs of bounded tree-width is recognizable, then it is 
C M SO-deJinable. 
in this paper, we propose a method that may lead to a proof of  this conjecture. 
Let us explain why the proofs of the three results by Biichi, Doner, and Courcelle 
concerning words and trees do not extend to graphs. These proofs use finite-state 
automata, and no such notion is known for graphs, it is not clear at all how an 
automaton should traverse a graph. A "general" graph has no evident structure, 
whereas a word or a tree is (roughly sl~aking) its own algebraic structure. Automata 
are useful because they can realize congruences on strings or trees, and because 
their behaviours can be simulated by MSO- or CMSO-formulas. 
However, some graphs have a well-defined structure: when a graph G is generated 
by a context-free graph-grammar, then any derivation tree of this graph can be 
considered as its structure, and can be traversed by a finite-state tree-automaton. 
Such a tree-automaton can realize a congruence having finitely many classes. The 
central idea of this paper is: if a derivat,on tree of  the considered graph G can be 
constructed in G by means of monadic second-order formulas, then, the behaviour 
of the automaton traversing the derivation tree can be described in G itself, by a 
MSO formula. 
A context-free graph-grammar is MSO.parsable if, in every graph it generates, a 
derivation tree of this graph can be constructed by means of monadic second-order 
formulas, in a uniform way. We say that the set of graphs generated by such a 
grammar is strongly context-free. Our main theorem states that, for every subset of 
a strongly context-free set of graphs, recognizability implies MSO-definability. These 
notions extend to CMSOL in an easy way. Conjecture i is a consequence of the 
following. 
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Conjecture 2. For cveo, k, the set of graphs of  tree-width at most k is strongly 
con text-free. 
We prove this conjecture in the case where k = 2. The main step of the proof 
consists of establishing that the set of oriented series-parallel graphs is strongly 
context-free. 
Let us mention that the exact definition o fa  CMSO-parsable grammar uses certain 
reduced erivation trees, which we describe informally at the end of this introduction. 
By using derivation trees instead of reduced erivation trees, one would get a strictly 
weaker notion of strong context-freeness, and Conjecture 2 would be false. 
If a set of graphs is strongly context-free, then it is CMSO-definable. Our main 
theorem (Theorem 4.8) entails that our second conjecture is equivalent o the 
following (see Conjectures 4.12 for a precise discussion of these conjectures and 
their relations). 
Conjecture 3. l f  a set of  graphs is context-free and CMSO-definable, then it is strongly 
context-free. 
Note that we do not conjecture that every context-free graph grammar generating 
a CMSO-definable set is CMSO-parsable; this statement is actually false, and we 
shall give a counterexample. 
We also introduce new notions, we prove results of independent interest, and we 
make other conjectures. We now review a few of them. 
(!) We introduce graph transductions, and consider those that are definable in 
CMSOL. 
The notion of a rational transduction is essential in the theory of context-free 
languages. Tree transductions are also important in many respects. A transduction 
is any nondeterministic (multivalued) mapping from words to words or from trees 
to trees. To be of any interest, a transduction must be specified in some finitary 
way, for instance by a generalized sequential machine, or a tree-transducer. 
The general notion of a transduction can easily be extended to graphs;and even 
to relational structures. We do not specify graph transductions by machines or 
automata, but by monadic second-order logical formulas. We introduce and use 
transductions that we call definable. The transduction mapping a derivation tree to 
the graph it generates is definable, its inverse is definable for CMSO-parsable 
grammars (rigorous definitions are given in Sections 2 and 4). 
(2) A tree is usually an ordered graph representing a term, written with function 
symbols of a fixed arity, constants, and variables. If an operation symbol like + is 
associative and commutative, then a term like +(x, +(y, z)) can be written equally 
well +(x, y, z) or +(y, x, z). The symbol + is no longer binary (it becomes of variable 
arity) and the order of the arguments i irrelevant (in other words, they form a set 
and not a sequence). All these equivalent notations can be represented by a single 
tree such that the successors of a node labelled by + form a set (as opposed to a 
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sequence), the cardinality of which is not fixed. In order to forn~alize this idea, we 
introduce reduced trees, i.e., trees built with one associative and commutatb,e 
operation symbol, its unit, and "arbitrary" operation symbols (denoting operations 
having no special property). 
We conjecture that the re,.bgnizability of an equational set of reduced trees is 
decidable. (A set is equational if it is a component of least solution of a system of 
recursive ~et equations, written with appropriate operation symbols.) The decidabil- 
ity of the recognizability of a rational set in the free commutative monoid is a special 
known case of this result. We give easily testable sufficient conditions for this 
property. 
(3) We define a class of context-free graph-grammars, which we call regular 
because of str~actural similarities with the regular tree-grammars. These grammars 
are CMSO-parsable. 
This paper is organized as follows. We review graphs and context-free graph 
grammars in Section !, and monadic second-order logic in Section 2. We also 
introduce definable graph transductions in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce 
reduced trees. We introduce strongly context-free sets of graphs in Section 4, and 
we investigate their properties. We introduce the regular graph-grammars in Section 
5, and we prove that they generate strongly context-free sets of  graphs, in Section 
6, we prove that the set of series-parallel graphs and the set of graphs of tree-width 
at most 2 are strongly context-free. 
Notation 
We denote by N the set of non-negative integers, and by gl+ the set of positive 
integers. We denote by [n] the interval {1 . . . . .  n} with, in addition, [0] = 0. 
The set of nonempty sequences of elements of a set A is denoted by A +, and 
sequen:es are denoted by (a~ . . . . .  a,) with commas and parentheses. The empty 
sequence is denoted by (),  and A* is A+u {( )}. The jth element of a sequence s
is denoted by s(j). 
We use := for "equal by definition", i.e., for introducing a new notation. The 
notation :¢~ is used similarily for defining logical conditions. 
Let ,Y be a set. A (many-sorted) ~-signature is a set F given with a mapping 
prof: F-- ,  ~Y*x 3'. We say that b ° is the set of sorts of F and that prof(f) is the 
profile of f. We also write 
f : s lX .  • .XSk- -~ s 
in order to state that prof ( f )= ((st, s., . . . . .  sk), s). The integer k is the rank p( f )  
off .  
As in many other works, e.g., [4, 7, 10], we call F-magma what is more usually 
called an F-elgebra, i.e., an object M =( IM,  L. , ,  (fM)I~ F) where each M, is a set 
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(called the domain of sort s of M) and each f,4 is a total mapping: 
M~, x .  • • x M~ --~ M~ i f f  is of profile: s~ x.  • • x s~ ~ s. 
We denote by M(F)  the initial F-magma, and by M(F)~ its domain of sort s. This 
set can be identified with the set of well-formed ranked trees. We denote by h~ the 
unique homomorphism M(F)- -*  M where M is an F-magma. If t e M(F) , ,  the 
image of  t under hM is an element hM(t) of/14.,, also denoted by t~. One considers 
t as an expression denoting tM, and tM as the value of t in M. 
By a system of (set) equations, we mean a tuple S=(u~ = t~ . . . . .  u. = t.). Its 
unknowns are the symbols u j , . . . ,  u., and the terms h, • •. ,  t. defining them are 
formal sums (unions) of terms in M(F  u Unk(S)), where we denote by Unk(S) the 
set of  unknowns of S. One also assumes that each unknown has a sort in ~, and 
that all the terms in the right-hand side of its defining equation are of that sort. If 
M is an F-magma, then S has a least solution, where the value of an unknown is 
a subset of  the domain of M of the corresponding sort. A set is M-equationai if it 
is a component of the least solution in M of such a system. See [4] for a detailed 
study of these systems. 
I. Graphs and context-free graph grammars 
We review the basic definitions from [2] and [7]. As in these papers, we deal 
with a certain class of oriented hypergraphs, which we call simply graphs. The 
following notions are recalled or introduced: graphs, graph operations, context-free 
(hyperedge-replacement) graph-grammars, ecognizable sets of graphs, tree-width 
of a sraph, presentation of a set of graphs. 
Definition !.1 (Graphs). The (hyper)graphs we define have labelled (hyper)edges. 
The alphabet of edge labels is a ranked alphabet A, i.e., an alphabet hat is given 
with a mapping ~': A--~ I~ (the integer ~'(a) is called the type of a). A graph over A 
of  type n is a 5-tuple H = (V. ,  E . ,  lab . ,  vertH, s rc . )  where V .  is the set of vertices, 
EH is the set of edges, lab,, is a mapping E .  --* A defining the label of an edge, 
vert. is a mapping E .  ~ ~,*, defining the (possibly empty) sequence of vertices of 
an edge, and src .  is a sequence of vertices of length n. We impose the condition 
that the length of vertn(e) is equal to ~'(lahH(e)), for all e in EH. One may also 
have labels of type 0, labelling edges with no vertex. An element of s rc .  is called 
a source of H. The sets E .  and VH are assumed to be finite and disjoint. 
We denote by FG(A) the set of all graphs over A, by FG(A) .  the set of those of 
type n. A graph of type n is also called an n-graph. By a binary graph, we mean a 
graph all edges of which are of type 2 (and not a 2-graph). 
For every integer n in N, we denote by n the n-graph with n vertices, no edge, 
and n pairwise distinct sources. If a e A, we denote by a the ~(a)-graph H with 
V.  = [T(a)],  E .  = {*}, lab.  (*) = a, vert. (*) = srcn = (1 . . . .  , r (a)) .  Hence, A is con- 
sidered as a subset of FG(A). 
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In general, we consider two isomorphic graphs as equal. However, in some proofs, 
we fix one graph H with its sets VH and EH of vertices and edges, and we consider 
various subgraphs of H. In such cases (made precise in the text), we consider as 
equal two subgraphs only if they have the same sets of vertices and the same sets 
of edges. 
The notion of tree-decomposition f a graph, and the associated notion of 
tree-width are essential in the study of sets of graphs defined by forbidden minors 
[20], and for the construction of polynomial graph algorithms (see [1] and the 
references listed in [5-8]) because they provide structurings ofgraphs. For this latter 
reason, they also appear in the study of context-free sets of  graphs. They have been 
originally defined for binary graphs. The extension to (hyper)graphs i straight- 
forward. 
Definition 1.2 (Tree-width). Let G be a graph. A treeLdecomposition of G is a pair 
(T, f )  consisting of an unoriented tree T, and a mapping f :  VT --~ ~(V~) such that: 
(1) V~=U[f( i ) / i~VT},  
(2) every edge of G has all its vertices in f0 )  for some i. 
(3) if i,.~ k ~ VT, and i f j  is on the unique loop-free path in T from i to k, then 
f( i)nf(k)~_f(j),  
(4) all sources of G are in f ( i )  for some i in VT. 
The width of such a decomposition is defined as 
Max{eard(f (  i) ) l i ~ Vr}-  1. 
The tree-width of G is the minimum width of a tree-decomposition f G. It is 
denoted by twd(G). For a 0-graph, condition (4) is always satisfied in a trivial way. 
Similarily, condition (2) is always satisfieu for the edges of type 0 or 1 (provided 
condition (!) holds). Such edges can be added to or deleted from a graph without 
changing its tree-width. Trees are of tree-width !, series-parallel graphs are of 
tree-width 2 (or 1 in degenerated cases), a clique with n vertices is of tree-width n. 
The tree-width ofa set L of graphs (denoted by twd(L)) is the least upper bound 
in Nu  {oo} of {twd(G)[G~ L}. The set of finite cliques and the set of finite square 
grids are of infinite tree-width. 
We now define the substitution of a graph for an edge in a graph. From this basic 
notion, we shall define several important no~ions: graph operations, context-free 
graph-grammars, and recognizable sets of graphs. 
Definition !.3 (Substitutions). Let G c FG(A), let e ~ E~ ; let H ~ FG(A) be a graph 
of type ~(e). We denote by G[H/e] the result of the substitution of H for e in G. 
This graph can be constructed as follows: 
• construct a graph G' by deleting e from G (but keep the vertices of e); 
• add to G'  a copy/4 of H, disjoint from G';  
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• fuse the vertex vert6(e, i), i.e., the ith element of  the sequence vert6(e) (that is 
still a vertex of G' ) ,  with the ith source of/ - t ;  this is done for all i = 1 , . . . ,  r(e); 
• the sequence of sources of G[H/e] is that of G'. 
If e~, . . . ,  ek are pairwise distinct edges of G, if H , , . . . ,  Hk are graphs of respective 
types ~-(e,) . . . . .  r(ek), then the substitutions in G of H~ for e~ . . . . .  Hk for ek 
can be done in any order; the result is the same, and it is denoted by 
G[ Hi/ e, . . . . .  Hk/ ek]. 
Definition 1.4 (Graph operations). A graph operation is a mapping f :  FG(A)n, x.  • • x 
FG(A)n, :---, FG(A) ,  such that, for every k-tuple (Hi . . . . .  Hk), where H, is a graph 
of  type n~ :
f(  Hl . . . . .  Ilk) = G[ H,/ e, . . . . .  H J  ek] 
for some fixed graph G of type n, some fixed edges e~ . . . . .  ek of G of respective 
types nl , . . . ,  nk. We say that f is of profile nl x -  • • x nk ---, n, and that it is defined 
by the tuple (G, e~ . . . . .  ek). We may have k = 0. Then f is a constant, the value of 
which is G. 
A signature of graph operations is a pair ~r = (P,-)  where P is a signature with 
set of  sorts ~c_ N, and for every p in P,/~ is a tuple (G, e~ . . . . .  ek) as above, defining 
a graph operation, also denoted by/~, that has the profile of p. A P-magma FG T is 
associated with lr as follows: its domains are the sets FG(A) ,  for n in ,~, and the 
operations are the/~s. We denote by h,, the unique homomorphism M(P)~ FG~. 
A presentation of a set of  n-graphs L is a pair (or, K ) where ~r is a finite signature 
of  graph operations, K is a subset of M(P) ,  such that L=h,,(K). i f  G=h,,(t), 
then we say that t is a :vntactic tree of G. The parsing problem consists of finding 
a syntactic tree of a given graph, in the context of a fixed signature ~r. 
Definition 1.5 (Context-free graph-grammars). A context-free (hyperedge replace- 
ment) graph-grammar is a 4-tulde F = (A, U, Q, Z)  where A is the finite terminal 
ranked alphabet, U is the finite nonterminal ranked alphabet, Q is the finite set of 
production rules, i.e., is a finite set of pairs ofthe form (u, D), usually written u ~ D, 
where D~FG(Au U)T~u~ and u~ U, and Z is a graph in FG(Au U) called the 
axiom. The set of graphs defined by F is L (F ) := L(F, Z)  where for every graph 
K ~ FG(A w U)n, 
L(F, K):= {H ~FG(A)n[K -~oH}, 
and - - 'o  is the elementary ewriting step defined as follows: K --*o H iff there exists 
an edge e in K, the label of which is some u in U, and a production rule (u, D) in 
P, such that H = KID~e], i.e., such that H is the result of the replacement (i.e., 
substitution) of D for e in K. 
A set of  graphs is context-free if it is defined by a context-free graph-grammar. 
We denote by CF(A)n the family of context-free subsets of FG(A)n. 
The axiom Z of a context-free graph-grammar will be assumed to be a nonterminal 
symbol. This is not a loss of generality since, if this is not the case, one can add a 
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new nonterminai symbol Uo and a rule Uo ~ Z in order to define a set of the form 
L(F, Z)  where Z is not in U, by a grammar with the above condition. 
Example 1.6 (Oriented series-parallel graphs). Let A consist of symbols a, b, and c, 
all of type 2. The set SP of oriented series-parallel graphs over A is the subset of 
FG(A)2 generated by the context-free grammar F, the set of  production rules of 
which is shown in Fig. 1, with one rule of the first form for each symbol x in A. 
An example of a graph belonging to L(F)  is also shown in Fig. 1. 
We call context-free the graph-grammars introduced in Definition 1.5 because 
their derivation sequences can be described by derivation trees and because the sets 
they generate can be characterized as least solutions of  systems of equations. Both 
notions can be introduced in an algebraic setting borrowed from [14] (see also [4]). 
Definition 1.7 (Systems of equations in sets of graphs). Let P be a set of  names given 
to the production rules of a context-free graph grammar F. We write p:  u --~ D to 
u 
u ) 
u I 
1 
2 
| 
u<>u 
2 
! 
2 
| 
°1 
.1 
2 
the  product ion  ru les  a ser ies -para l le l  g raph  
Fig. I. 
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express that p names the production rule u --, D. We let e~, . . . ,  ek be an enumeration 
of the set of nonterminal edges of D. We consider (D, e t , . . . ,  ek) as a graph operation 
p. This defines a signature of graph operations associated with F. We let FGr be 
the associated P-magma, and hr be the unique homomorphism M(P)--* FGr. 
Let p be a production rule of the above form. We denote by fi be the term 
p(ui . . . . . .  u~ k) where u~, is the nonterminal labelling ej for j  -- 1 . . . . .  k. We let Sr be 
the system (u, = t , , . . . ,  un = t,) where t~ is the sum of terms /; such that p has 
left-hand side u~. The least solution of Sr  in the powerset magma of M(P) is an 
n-tuple of equational sets of terms (or trees; see [13]), (T~, . . . ,  T,), where T~c 
M(P),, .  The set T~ is the set of derivation trees, representing the derivation sequences 
of  F starting at u~. We denote it by T(F, u~). With these notations, we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.8 (Bauderon and Courcelle [2]). (I) hr(T(F, u,))= L(F, u~), for all i= 
l~... ,n. 
(2) (L(F, ul) . . . . .  L(F, u,)) is the least solution of Sr  in ~(FGr) .  
We denote by T(F) the set T(F, u), where u is the initial nonterminal of F, and 
we call it the set of derivation trees of F. 
Example 1.9 (continuation of  Example 1.6). We denote by/ / ( read parallel-composi- 
tion) and by • (read .,enes.composition) the two binary operations on 2-graphs 
corresponding tothe prod;lction rules of F of the second and third type. The system 
Sr  is thus reduced to the unique equation 
u=a+b+c+u // u+u .u  
(where + denotes the union of sets of graphs). A derivation tree t of the graph of 
L(F) shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. (Let us note that this grammar is ambiguous, 
/ \  
I 1  i /  
/ \ / \  
• b b • 
/ \  / \  
l l  a c • 
/ \  
b I I  
/ \  
a a 
Fig. 2. 
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in the sense that a graph G in SP may be the image under hr of several distinct 
derivation trees.) 
Corollary i.10. A set of  graphs L is context-free i~ it ba~ a presentation ( Tr, K ) fo r  
some equational subset K of  M(P). 
Proof. (Only (f): Immediate consequence of Theorem !.8(1). 
(lf): The image of an equational set is equational [ 18], and every equational set 
of graphs is context-free (this follows from Theorem 1.8(2). [] 
The construction of Definition !.7 shows how to transform a context-free graph- 
grammar into a presentation ofthe set it generates. Conversely, from a presentation 
(~r, K)  of a set ofgraphs L, such that K is equational, one can construct a context-free 
graph-grammar as follows. We let K be given as the first component of the least 
solution in ~(M(P)) of a system of equations (u~ = t, . . . . .  u. = t.) where each 
right-hand side t+ is a sum ml+' .  "+ink where each m, belongs to M(Pu  U) and 
U is the set of unkr.owns of the system. For each of these terms m, one defines a 
production rule u+---* D, where D is the graph in FG(Au U) defined by m. One 
obtains in this way a context-free graph grammar F with set of nonterminals U, 
and L= h~(K)= L(F, u~). See [2] for the proofs. 
Theorem I . I I  (Courcelle [6, 8]). For every context-free graph-grc mmar F, one can 
compute an integer k such that twd(L(F))<~ k. 
(2) For every n and k, the set { G ~ FG(A), I twd(G) <~ k} is context-free. A grammar 
can be constructed to generate it. 
We now recall from [5-7] the fundamental notion of a recognizable set of  graphs. 
if one considers the replacement of a graph for an edge in a graph as the generaliz- 
ation of the replacement ofa word for a letter in a word, the notion of a recognizable 
set of graphs defined below extends that of a recognizable anguage. 
Definition I. 12 (Recognizable s ts of graphs). A congruence isan equivalence r lation 
- on FG(A) such that, any two equivalent graphs are of the same type, and, for 
every graph K in FG(A), for every edge e of K, for every graph G of type ~(e) 
and every G '~ G, one has K[G/e]  ~- K[G'/e].  Such a congruence is locally-finite 
if it has finitely many classes of each type. A subset L of FG(A), is recognizable if
there exists a locally finite congruence - such that, if G = G', then G c L iff G'~ L. 
We denote by Rec(FG(A)), the set of such subsets. 
Theorem 1.13 (Courcelle [5-7]). The intersection of a context-free and a recognizable 
set of graphs is context-free. 
A diagram comparing the various classes of sets of graphs we have defined in 
this section, together with others is given at the end of Section 2 (Fig. 3). 
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2. Monndic second-order logic 
The use of monadic second-order logic for expressing raph properties is the 
subject of the series to which the present paper belongs. See in particular [5-9]. We 
review or introduce the following notions: relational structures, monadic second- 
order logic, definition in monadic second-order logic of a structure in anolher one, 
definable transductions of structures, quotient structures, tructures defining graphs, 
definable sets of graphs, and we conclude with a diagram comparing various classes 
of  sets of graphs. 
Definition 2.1. Let R be a finite ranked set of symbols such that each element r in 
R has a rank p(r) in N+. A symbol r in R is considered as a p(r) -ary relation symbol. 
An R-(relational) structure is a tuple S=(Ds , ( rs ) , ,  R) where Ds is a possibly 
empty set, called the domain of S, and r, is a subset of D~,~ ''~ for each r in R. We 
denote by ,~/(R) the class of finite R-structures (all structures will be finite in this 
paper). 
We denote by ~(R ,  W) the set of formulas of counting monadic second-order logic 
written with the symbols of R, and with free variables in IV, where W is a set of 
variables X, Y, X, ,  X, ,  Z, Z' ,  . . . .  These variables will denote subsets of Ds, where 
S belongs to So(R). 
The atomic formulas are: X c_ y, r(X~ . . . . .  X , )  where n =p(r ) ,  and ¢ardp.q(X) 
where O <~ p < q, q >~ 2. 
If X, Y, X~ . . . . .  Xn denote subsets X, Y, X, . . . . .  .~, of Ds, S ~ ~f(R), then these 
formulas are true iff, respectively, ~c  Y, rs(x~ . . . . .  x,) holds where x, is some 
element of X, for every i=  1 . . . . .  n, and eard(.~) =p+mq for some me~l. 
The formulas of ~(R ,  W) are formed with the Boolean connectives --7 and v, 
and existential quantifications. 
Let S be an R-structure, let ¢ c ~(R ,  W), and ~ be a W-assignment in S, i.e., 
? (X)  is a subset of Ds for every variable X in W (we write this 7: W---, S). We 
write (S, y) ~ ¢ iff ¢ holds in S for ,/. We write S ~ ¢ in the case where ¢ has no 
free variable. 
A set of R-structures L is definable if it is the set of R-structures where some 
formula ~ in ~(R)  holds. 
In order to make formulas r lable, we shall also write them with ^ , :=~ and VX, 
and we shall use the following abbreviations: 
X=Y 
X=0 
sgl(X) 
=l!X 
fo rXc  YA YcX 
fo rVY[YcX~Xc_  Y] 
fo rVY[yc_X~ ~=OvY=X]  
(to mean that X is singleton) 
for there exists one and only one X. 
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We shall also use Iov.ercase variables x, y, x t , . . . ,  x, to denote singletons, i.e., 
elements of  Ds, S•  if(R). T~i~ means that 
• :Ix. ~o stands for :Ix [sgl(x) ^  ~o], 
• Vx. ~o stands for Vx [sgl(x)::~o], 
w x • Y stands for x ~ Y. 
For an assignment y:  W-~- S, we shall assume that y(x) is singleton for every 
lowercase variable x in W. We shall write ~,(x) = d instead of ~,(x) = {d}. 
Formal constructions and proofs will be given in terms of the restricted syntax 
defined at the beginning. 
Definition 2.2 (Relative definability of structures). Let R and R' bc two ranked sets 
of relation symbols. Let W be a finite set of  uppercase variables, called here the 
set of parameters. (It is not a loss of generality to assume that the parameters are 
set variables; this is just convenient for some proofs.) 
An (R, R' ).definition scheme is a tuple of  formulas of the form d = (~p, ~ . . . . .  ¢~k, 
(0~)~R.k) where R * k is the set of pairs (r,j), where r belongs to R and j is a 
sequence of p(r) integers in [k], 
,p • ~(  R', W), 
~, • .T(R', {x ,}u  W), for every i = I . . . . .  k, 
6~ • -~(R', {x, . . . . .  xp¢,,}• W), for every s in R * k of the form (r,j). 
Let T•  .~( R' ), let y be a W-assignment in T. A structure $ with domain c DT x [k]  
is defined by A in (T, y) (this is denoted by S =defa(T, y)) if 
(T, y) ~ q~, 
Ds := {(d, Old • Dr, i ~ [k], ( T, y, d) ~ ~,} 
(this set may be empty, and S is still well-defined) 
rs = {( (d , ,  i , )  . . . . .  (d , ,  i , ) ) l (  7", y, d, . . . . .  d,)  ~ 0,, . ,}, 
where j=(i~ . . . . .  i~) and s=p(r). (By (T,y, dt . . . . .  d~)~O(,.s~, we mean 
(T, y ' )~  0~,.s~, where y' is the assignment extending ,/, such that ~,'(x~)= d, for all 
i = ! , . . . ,  s; analogous notations will be used in the sequel). 
Note that S is defined in a unique way from T, 1t, and A. 
In the special case where k -~ I, we can replace Dr  X {!} by Dr. Hence, Ds c Dr, 
and the tuple d can be written more simply (~,, ~, (0,),~R). 
We denote by defa(T) the set of structures of the form defa(T, y) for some 
assignment y. If W=t), then defa(T) is either empty or singleton. We write S= 
defa(T) iff it is the singleton reduced to S. 
A relation f~  b~(R ') x i f(R) is called a transduction ff(R') ~ if(R). We consider 
it as a total mapping b~(R ') ~ ~(ff(R)) .  Hence, we write (T, S )e f  as well as 
S e l (T ) .  The domain Dom(f)  is the set of structures T such that f (T )  contains at 
least one structure. I f f  is functional, i.e., i f f (T )  is empty or singleton for all T, 
we write S=f(T )  instead of S~f(T) .  
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A transduction f is definable if it is ~. guai to defa for some definition scheme A 
of appropriate type. We say that f is esyentially definable if there exists a definable 
transduction f ' such that f '  c_f and Dom(f ' )  = Dora(f).  
It is clear that the domain of a definable, or of an essentially definable transduction 
is definable. It is the set of  R'-structures T such that ( T, ~,) ~ ¢, for some assignment 
~,, i.e., such that T ~ 3 W, . . . . .  Wk [V'], where W, . . . .  , Wk are the parameters of ~1. 
'~t  3"_c 3"(R) and 3"c_ 3"(R'). We say that 3' is definable ia 3" if there exists 
an (R,,Q.')-definition scheme A such that 3"--~|efj{~')=~{def~(T,~)lT~3", 
~,: W- .  T}. (Le! us make precise that two isomorphic st~ act~'~, :s are considered as 
equal.) 
Quotient structures form an importat,t example. 
Definition 2.3 (Quotient structures). Let S be an R-structure, aria E be ~n equivalence 
relation on Ds. We denote by S~ E the R-structure defined as follows: 
Ds/L := Ds /E  
rs/E([d,] . . . . .  Idol) is true iff 
r:(dl . . . . .  d'k) is true for some dl in [d,] . . . . .  d~ in [dk] (we denote by 
[d] the equivalence class o fd  with respect to the equivalence r lation E). 
Let us now assume that E is generated by the binary relation on Ds defined by 
a formula T/ with free variables x, y, (i.e., that E is the least equivalence relation 
containing this binary relation). Since the transitive closure of a binary relation that 
is definable in monadic second-order logic is also definable in monadic second-order 
logic [7, Lemma 3.7], the relation E is definable by a formula fi with free variables 
x and y. 
Our purpose is to construct A such that S~ E is defined in S by A. Our construction 
uses a parameter X. We let A be the tuple (¢, 0, (0,),c R) such that: 
(i) V' is the formula 
Wx 3!y [,~(x, y)  ^  y ~ x ] ,  
saying that ,/(X) meets each equivalence class of E once and only once. 
(ii) 0 is the formula x~ e X saying that the domain of defj(S, ~,) is ,/(X). 
(iii) 0r is the formula 
::lyl . . . . .  y, [ fl(X,, y,)  ^ " • • ^  f/(X., y,)  ^  r(y,  . . . . .  y,)]  
(where n = p(r)). 
With these notations and definitions, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. The transduction of R-structures S ,-~ S~ E, where E is the equivalence 
relation on Ds generated by the binary relation defined by a monadic second-order 
formula 77, is definable. 
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Proof. This result follows immediately from the definitions and the construction 
of A. [] 
The following proposition says that if S = def~(T, y) then the monadic second- 
order properties of S can be expressed as monadic second-order p operties of ( T, y). 
Let d =(~, qJl . . . . .  ~,, (0~),, a.t) be written with a set of parameters ~ff'. Let OF 
be a set of  uppercase variables disjoint from ~.  
For every variable X in °F, for every i = 1 . . . . .  k, we let X, be a new variable. We 
let ~={X,  JX~ OF, i= I . . . . .  k}. For every 7/: ~'---~ ~(D) ,  we let y: OF--* ~(Dx  [k]) 
be defined by 
y(X)  = r l (X , )  x { I}u .  • .u  ~(X , )  x {k}.  
With this notation we have the following, 
Proposition 2.5. ( I ) For every f~cinuia 13 in ~(  R, OF), one can construct a fnrmula 
i, ~(  R', ~ ~ ) such that, for every T in ff( R' ), for every tt : ~ ~ --. 7", for ever 3, 
: ~P ---, T, we ha re: defa ( T,/z ) is defined (if it is, we denote itby S), y is a oF-assignment 
in S, and (S, y )~ {3 iff (T, ~lUl~)~ ~. 
(2) l f  Se'~_ .7( R') has a decidable monadic theory, and if ~ is definable in ~', then 
the monadic theory of ~ is also decidable. 
Proof. (I) We take ~ equal to 
/~ ^  ~o ^  ~{Yx.  [.,c~ X ,~, (x ) ] l  I <~ i~ k}, 
where/~ is constructed by induction on the structure of O as follows: 
• i f / / i s  Xc_X ' ,  then ~ is XIc_X ' t^. . .^Xkc_X ' t ,  
• if/3 is r(X I . . . . .  X") ,  then/~ is 
: iy,  . . . . .  y .  [W {0,,.,,(y, . . . . .  y,,)^y,~X~,,,^...^y.~X,",.,lj~[k]"}] 
(where we denote by j ( i )  the ith element of the sequence j), 
• if/3 is ea~p.~(X), then/~ is 
VV {¢a~p,.~(Xj) ^. • • ^  card~,~( X~ )[ 0 <~ p, . . . . .  pt < q, p, +.  • • + p~ = p rood q }, 
• if 0 is "~, ,  then/~ is - '~, ,  
• if 1/ is//, v/3_-, then ~ is ~, v ~., 
• if  0 is .::IX.//,, then ~ is :IX, . . . . .  Xt./~, (we assume that al' variables of ,8 are 
in OF). 
The verification that/~ satisfies the desired properties is easy by induction on the 
structure of/3. 
(2) Immediate consequence of (I). [] 
Part (2) of Proposition 2.5 states that the monadic theory of ~ is interpretable in
that of .7". Interpretability of theories is a strong form of reducibility. See [21] on 
interpretations of monadic theories of graphs. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of the previous one. 
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Corullnry 2.6. Let ,~ c_ ~( R ), ,~' c_ ~( R' ), and ~" c_ ~( R" ). If ,~ is definable in ,~', 
and ~' is definable in ,~", then ,~ is definable in ,5 ~'. The composition of two definable 
transductions i a definable transduction. 
Let f :b~(R)- . -~(R ') be a transduction. Let !_ be a set of R-structures, and 
K be a set of R'-structures. The domain-reslriction of f by L is the transduc- 
tion fn (Lx ,~(R ' ) )  and the codomain-restriction f f  by g i~ the transduction 
fc~(~(R)× K). 
Corollary 2.7. i f  f is definable (resp. essentiall) definaUe) and if L is definable, then 
the domain-restriction f f  by L is definable ( resp. essentially definable), l f  f is definable, 
and if K is definable, then the codomain-restriction o f f  by K is definable. 
Definition 2.8 (Relational structures representing graphs). Let A be a finite set of 
edge labels as in Definition I. 1; let n ~ N. Let R(A, n) be the following set of relation 
symbols: 
v of arity I, 
edga of arity ~'(a)+ I, for each a in A, 
ps, of arity I, for each i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
For every n-graph G over A, we let JGJ be the R(A, n)-structure such that: 
Dt~I :=VGuE~ (we assume that V~;faE¢~ =~), 
vl~p(x)=true iff x~Vc~, 
edgal~l(x, Yt . . . . .  Yk) =true iff xc  Ec~, lab¢;(x) = a, 
and vegtG(x)=(y~ . . . . .  Yk), 
ps,l~t(x)=true iff x=srcc~(i). 
it is clear that JG[ represents G, i.e., that, for any two graphs G and G', JGJ is 
isomorphic to iG'j iff G is isomorphic to G'. 
A subset L of FG(A) ,  is definable if[ there exists a formula ~0 in ~T(R(A, n)) such 
that G~ L iff IGJ ~ ~, i.e., iff the set of structures representing it is definable. The 
notions of a graph transduction, of a definable graph transduction, and of an essentially 
definable graph transduction follow in a similar way from the corresponding notions 
concerning structures. 
In [5-9] a slightly different version of counting monadic sec~,nd-order logic is 
used: the structures representing graphs have two domains (the set of edges, and 
the set of vertices), and the formulas are written with variables of two possible sorts 
(the variables of so:: vertex" denote vertices or sets of vertices, and those of sort 
"edge" denote edges or sets of edges), it is not hard to prove that the two Iogicai 
languages yield the same definable sets of graphs. The proof is similar to that of 
Proposition 2.5. 
We now recall a basic theorem from [7]. 
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Theorem 2.9. Every definable set, all graphs of which are of the same type, is 
"ecognizable. 
To conclude this section, we present a diagram, comparing the various families 
of sets of graphs we have discussed. (On this diagram (Fig. 3), the scope cf a family 
name is the largest rectangle, at the upper left corner of which it is written.) 
The following families of sets of graphs are compared in Fig. 3: 
• REC, the family of recognizable set of graphs; 
• DEF, the family of definable sets of graphs; 
• CF, the family of context-free sets of graphs; 
• B, the family of sets of graphs of finite tree-width; 
• SCF, the family of strongly context.free sets of graphs that we shall introduce in 
Section 4. 
m 
• CF 
REC L 
DEF L u 
??? 
? 
$CF Y 
S 
Fig, 3. 
Provided the reference alphabet contains at least one symbol of type at least 2, 
the families REC and B are uncountable. The other ones are countable. The 
inclusions hown on the diagram, are strict, except possibly the two inclusions 
SCFc_ CF• DEF, (1) 
CFn  DEFt_ CFn  REC. (2) 
We make the following conjecture, saying that the equality holds in (2), i.e., that 
the box with ? in Fig. 3 is empty. 
Conjecture 2.10. I f  a set of graphs is recognizable and has a finite tree-width, then it 
is definable. 
Since every context-free set has a finite tree-width, and since every recognizable 
set of graphs of finite tree-width is context-free (by Theorems 1.11 and !.13), one 
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can replace "'has a finite tree-width'" by "is contexbfree", and one gets an equivalent 
conjecture. We shall establish it for sets of graphs of tree-width at most 2 (see 
Section 6). 
We shall also make the related conjecture that the box with ??? is empty. See 
Conjectures 4.12 for a discussion of these conjectures. 
Tne diagram also locates several sets of graphs: 
• L~, the set of square grids; 
• L, the set of  all n x n square grids, where n is an element of some nonrecursive 
subset of N; 
• S, the set of graphs corresponding to the language {a"b"In > 0}; 
• T, the set of binary graphs representing unranked unordered trees. 
See [7] for the proofs. 
3. Reduced trees 
Finite ranked ordered trees represent terms in a well known way. if some binary 
operation is known to be associative and commutative, the corresponding terms can 
be represented by reduced trees, some nodes of which have a set and not a sequence 
of successors. This idea has been introduced by Franchi-Zannettacci in the context 
ofattribute grammars [ 12]: derivation trees are reduced in this way, and this improves 
the efficiency of the evaluation of attributes. This reduction will be applied to the 
syntactic trees representing graphs as defined in Section I. 
In this section, we give definitions making it possible to deal rigorously with 
reduced trees. We represent these trees as graphs, we state that a set of reduced 
trees is definable in monadic second-order logic iff it is recognizable (extending the 
corresponding theorem of Doner for ranked ordered trees recalled in the introduc-, 
tion), and we give sufficient conditions for the recognizability of an equational set 
of reduced trees. 
These technical results will be used in Sections 4-6. 
Definition 3.1. Let P be a one-sort signature containing one binary (infixed) symbol 
/ /and a constant e. By a P-ac-magma, we mean a P-magma M in which the operation 
//~, is associative, commutative, and has unit eM. 
The quotient P-magma RM(P) := M(P)/g~,R where R is the set of equational 
axioms {x / /y  = y / /x ,  x / / (  y / / z )  = (x / /y ) / / z ,  x / /•  = x} is the initial P-ac-magma. 
Its elements can be represented by trees, the nodes labelled by / /o f  which have an 
unbounded, unordered set of successors, or by graphs as defined below. 
Definition 3.2. Let B := P - {/7, e}, where P is as above, with rank function p : P ---- N. 
We make B into a set of edge labels with type function T: B---I~I÷, defined 
by ~'(b):=.o(b)+ l. 
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We make FG(B)I into a P-ac-magma M by letting 
e~f := !, 
G//~, H := A[G/e, H / f ] ,  
b~l(Gi . . . . .  Gk) = Bk[Gi/el . . . . .  G~/ek], 
where the graphs A and B~ are shown in Fig. 4. The operations //M and b~ can 
be described informally as follows: 
(a) L = G//M H is obtained by fusing the sources o! G and H into a single vertex 
becoming the source of L (one assumes that G and H are disjoint). 
(b) K = h~,.(G~ . . . . .  G~) is obtained by taking a disjoint union of G. . . . . .  Gk, 
by adding a new edge labelled by b with sequence of vertices 
(src.,( l) . . . . .  sre. ,( l ) ,  v), 
where v is a new ve~ex, becoming the source of K. 
These operations are illustrated in Fig. 4 for k = 3. it is clear that//M is associative, 
commutative, and has unit est. 
t 
Graph A 
t 
• 11 
d 
/ V"-- "'" --~ 
I I . . .  I 
Graph B~ 
1 
1 
• ( 
G / / .  H 
Fig. 4. 
bH(GI,G~,G~) 
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Hence, there is a unique homomorphism k: RM(P)---* FG(B), .  It is not hard to 
establish that k is one-to-one. We denote by RT(B) the subset k(RM(P))  of FG(Bh.  
Hence, k defines a bijection of RM(P)  onto the set of graphs RT(B). 
We introduce some terminology concerning this bijection. Let t in RM(P) corre- 
spond to G in RT(B). A node w of t having a label in B corresponds to an edge 
e of G having the same label. This node is the root r of t, or is a successor of r 
where r is labelled by/ / ,  iff the last vertex of e is the (unique) source of G. We say 
in this case that e is a O-edge of G. Otherwise, w is the ith successor of some node 
w' that has a label in B, or is separated from such a node by a sequence of nodes 
labelled by/ / .  Let e' correspond to w'. We say that e is an i-edge of G, attd that e 
is an i-successor of e' where i is such that the last vertex of e is the ith one of e'. 
in Fig. 5, we show an element of M(P) ,  its value ~" in RM(P),  and the graph 
k(i'). The edges of k(i') labelled by a, b, and f are 0-edges. The one labelled by c 
is a 2-edge, and is the unique 2-successor of the one labelled by f. The two edges 
labelled by d are 3-edges and are the 3-successors of the one labelled by f. 
It is not hard to establish that RT(B) is defit,able (as a subset of FG(Bh).  
/ /  / I  1 
e I I  a f b 
/ \ ~Ix  , . 
a 11  e c 11  • 
/ \  / \  g± 
f b d d 
/1\ 
e © I I  
/ ~ reduced tree t graph k(t) 
d d 
tree t 
Fig. 5. 
Theorem 3.3. Let L c_ RM(P).  The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L is RM( P)-recognizable, 
(2) k(L) is a recognizable subset of FG(B)t ,  
(3) k(L) is a definable subset of FG(B)I ,  
(4) k(L) is a definable subset of RT(B), i.e., 
k(L) = { G e RT(B) I G ~ ~o } for some ~o in ~(  R( B, 1 ) ). 
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Proof. (3)=0(4) is trivial. (4)=0(3) since RT(B) is definable in FG(B)m. (3)=0(2) 
by Theorem (2.8). 
(2)=0(1): If k(L) is recognizable with respect o FG(B), then it is recognizable 
with respect o M, because M is a derived magma of FG(B) (see ([7]). We obtain 
that L is RM(P)-recognizable because recognizability is preserved under inverse 
homomorphisms. 
(1)=0(3): Theorem 5.3 of [7] establishes this result in the special case where all 
symbols of B are of rank 0 or 1. The extension to the present case is straight- 
forward. [] 
it is essential that definability be understood with respect o counting monadic 
second-order logic. Otherwise, i.e., without the atomic formulas of the form 
cardp.~(X), the implication (1)=0(3) does not hold. This has been proved in [7, 
Corollary 6.6]. 
Definition 3.4 (Equational sets of reduced trees). Let P be a ranked set of symbols 
as in Definition 3.1, with two special symbols//and e. Let M be a P-magma, let S 
be a polynomial system (u, = t! . . . . .  u, = t,). We denote by L((S, M), ui) the ith 
component of the least solution of S in ~(M).  If h : M --, M' is a homomorphism 
into a P-magma M', then 
L((S, M'), u~)= h(L(S, M), u,):= {h(m)lm ~ L((S, M), u~)} 
by a lemma in [18, Lemma 5.3] (see also [3, Proposition 13.11]). 
Let M be a P-ac-magma. Then, the unique homomorphism hM:M(P)--,  M 
factors uniquely into 
hM:M(P) h, ,  RM(P) ,h,, M 
where h~ is the unique homomorphism M(P) - -RM(P) ,  rhM is the unique 
homomorphism RM(P)---, M. it follows that 
L((S, M), ui)= rh~(L((S, RM(P)), ui)) 
and that 
L((S, RM(P)), u~) = hd~(L((S, M(P)), u~)) 
for all i= 1, . . . ,  n. 
The sets of ordered ranked trees L((S, M(P)), ui), abbreviated as L(S, u,), are 
equational and recognizable with respect o M(P). Their images under h~c are 
equational but not necessarily recognizable with respect o RM(P). (Let us recall 
that equational sets are preserved under homomo:phisms, and that recognizable 
sets are not in general; they are preserved under inverse homomorphisms.) 
We say that S is ac-compatible if the sets L((S, RM(P)),u,) are RM(P)- 
recognizable. 
We call h~(t) the associative-commutative image of t, for t in M(P). We let 
h~(L) := {h~(t) [ t ~_ L} be the associative-commutative image of L, for L ~_ M(P). 
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Conjecture 3.5. One can decide whether the associative-commutative image of  a M( P)- 
recognizable set is RM(P)-recognizable. 
If this conjecture is correct, it follows that one can decide whether a system is 
ac-compatible. 
It holds in the special case where p(b)=O for each b in B= P-{//,e}, because 
RM(P)  is then the free commutative monoid generated by B, wi th/ /as  multiplication 
and • as unit. Deciding whether a recognizable subset of M(P)  has a RM(P)-  
recognizable associative-commutative image reduces to the problem of deciding 
whether a rational subset of the free commutative monoid is recognizable..Tl-,is is 
decidable. An algorithm has been given in [15]. 
Example 3.6. Here is an example of a system (actually reduced to a single equation) 
that is not ac-compatible: 
u=(a  ll b) ll u+e 
The trees forming its least solution in :~(M(P)) can be linearly written 
(a // b) // (a // b) // (a // b) // - • • / / (a / /b ) / /e  (with the convention that the 
operat ion/ /assoc iates o the right). 
Their images in RM(P)= N ca'h~ ai~ the commutative words with as many as and 
bs, and they do not form a recognizable set. 
We now define easily testable ~yntactical conditions ensuring that a system is 
at-compatible. 
Definition 3.7. Let S be a system with set of unknowns U. We denote by AC the 
following condition on S: 
(AC) There is a subset W of U such that every equation u =p of S satisfies 
one of the following two conditions: 
(AC1) u~ W and the monomials forming p are of the form b(u~ . . . . .  Uk) for 
some u~ . . . . .  uk in U, some b in B of rank k ~> 0, 
(AC2) u~U-Wandp iso f the form:  
w , l l  u + " " " + w.  l l  u + w',  l l  w " / /  " " " l l  w'~ 
where w~, . . . ,  w,, w~, . . . ,  wk are unknowns in W. 
Let us note the following special cases of AC2: n = 0 and p is w't / /w"/ /•  • •//w~,, 
n=k=O and p is e, and finally, k=O, n#O,  and p is wt / /u+. -  .+w, / /u+e.  
There exists at most one set W for which AC holds. It can be equal to U, or empty. 
Proposition 3.g. A syztem which satisfies condition AC is ac-compatible. 
Before proving this proposition, we state a lemma. A term with leading (left-most) 
symbol in B is called a B-term. Every term t in M(Pu  U) can be written in a 
unique way as follows: 
t = s [ t , /~ , ,  . . . . .  t~ /x~]  
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where h , - - - ,  !~ are B-terms, s is written with //, e, the variables x~, . . . ,  xk, such 
that they occur in this order, once and only once. 
We call this writing the B-decomposition of  t. 
Lemma 3.9. (1) Let t, t' in M(Pu U) have ~he B-decompositions s[t, . . . . .  tk] and 
s'[ t'l . . . . .  t~ ]. Then t ,e* R t' iff k = n and, for some permutation or of  [k], we have 
s ~,~ s ' [x , /x . . , , ,  . . . . .  x . /x , . , . , ]  
and t, ~"R t~,,~for all i in [k]. 
(2) i f  t, t' are B-terms of  the respective f ioms b( tt . . . . .  tk ) and b'( t'~ . . . . .  t" ), then 
t MR t' i f fb = b' and t, ¢-'R t~ for all i in [hi. 
Its proof can be done by inductions on the lengths of rewriting sequences in a 
standard way. 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. For every subset L of M(P) ,  we denote by /~ the set 
{I~M(P) I t~ '~a t', t' ~ L}. 
We say that L is saturated if L =/~. By Proposition 12 in [10], ha¢(L) is RM(P)-  
recognizable itf/~ is M(P)-recognizable. 
Let S be as in Definition 3.7; we shall construct a system S such that U c_ Unk(S), 
and L(S, u) = L(S, u) for every u in U. We let ~ be a new unknown. The system g 
has the unknowns of U u {#}, together with other ones we shall introduce below. 
Its equations are of three types: 
Type !: the unique equation defining 
~= #//e+e# #+e 
Type I!: for every w in W, we let its defining equation in S be 
w=~ ll w+w // ~+p 
where its defining equation in S is w = p (of the form ACI). 
Type !!1: we now associate several equations with an equation of the form 
u = w, II u+. . .+w~ II u+w;  II w" I I . .~  .¢w',, 
as in AC2. For every subset K of [n], we define a new unknown (u, K),  and we 
identify (u, [n]) with u. 
We define (u, K) by the equation 
(u, K )= w, II (u, K )+(u ,  K)  II w, +. • .+ wk // (u, K)+(u ,  K ) / /wk  
+(u, K) # 0+~/ / (u ,  K)+pK 
where p~ is defined as follows: if K = 0, then PK is #; if K --{j}, then PK is w;; if 
K has at least two elements, then PK is 
~.{(u, K ' ) / / (u ,  K" ) ]K '  and K" form a partition of 
K, with K '  and K" nonempty}. 
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it is interesting to consider some special cases. If k -- 0, then we have the equations 
(u,0) = (u,0) I/~+e//(u, ~)+ e 
that can be replaced by the simple~ equation (u, 0)= ~, and the equations 
(u, K )= (u, K ) / /~+ ~ // (u, K)+pK 
as above if K is nonempty, i f  k= n =0 then, we need only take u = ~. If n =0, 
k # O, then, we need only take 
u = w, / /u+u/ /w~+.  • .+ wk/ /u+ u/ /wk  +~/ /u+u/ /~+~.  
Claim. L(S, u) =L(S,  u) for ever), u in U. 
Proof of claim. (~_): For every u in U, every t in L(,.~, u), one can find t' in L(S, u) 
such that t '~R t' (we shall say that t and t' are R-equivalem). This can be proved 
by induction on n such that u - -~  t where S is considered as a regular tree grammar 
(see [13] or [4, Section 13]). 
To prove the other direction, one first observes that L(S, u) c_ L(S, u) by the way 
is constructed. We now present the main steps of the proof that for every unknown 
u' of S, the set L(S, u')  is saturated. 
Let t in M(P)  be such that u'-- ,~ t, and t' be R-equivalent to t. We shall prove 
by induction on n +size(t) that t' is derivable from u' in .S. 
Let s[h . . . .  , t,.] be the B-decomposition of :. We have the following cases. 
Case 1: u '= u and belongs to W. Then, m = ! andby Lemma 3.9,the B-decompo- 
sition of t' is necessarily of the form s'[t'~] for some t'j that is R-equivalent to h. 
Then h is b(r~ . . . . .  rh), where each r, is derivable from some unknown of S, by a 
derivation sequence of length at most n, and t'~ is of the form b(r'~ . . . . .  r~,), with r~ 
R-equivalent to r~. By applying the induction to the terms r,, one obtains the result. 
We omit the details. 
Case 2: u '=(u ,  K)  with u in U -  W. Let the defining equation of u in S be 
u = w~/ /u+.  • .+ w, / /u  + w,,+~//. ••//w,,+k. 
Then each B-term t~ is derivable in S from some w, with j in [n+k] .  By Lemma 
3.9, the B-decomposition f t' is of the form s'[ t~,~ ~ . . . . .  t~,c n, ~] for some permutation 
cr of [m] such that t~ is R-equivalent io t~. The term t' can be also written as r / / r '  
where the B-decomposition of r is of the form c[t~,G,~ . . . . .  t~,qp~], and thai of r' is 
of the form c'[t~,cp+i~ ..... t~,~m~]. 
We let K' be the set of integers i such that n+i=~( j )  for somej  in [p], and 
K" be K - K'. It is now easy to verify that r is R-equivalent to some r~ derivable 
from (u, K'), and that r' is R-equivalent to some r'~ derivable from (u, K"). It 
follows by induction that r and r' are respectively derivable from (u, K') and (u, K"), 
from which we conclude that t'= r//r' is derivable from (u, K). 
Case 3: u is ~. This case is much simpler than the preceding ones and is left to 
the reader. 
This concludes the proof of the claim and, consequently, of the proposition. [] 
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Remark 3.10. If a system S does not satisfy condition AC, it may happen that it 
can be transformed into a system S' satisfying it, such that Unk(S)c_ Unk(S') and 
L((S, RM(P)),u)=L((S',RM(P)),u) for all u in Uak(S). Then the sy~l ~ S is 
ac.comp,~tible. Such transformations of systems, that in a certain sense preserve 
their least solutions, have been examined in detail in [4]. 
Another example is the transformation that replaces in a system S every monomial 
t by an R-equivalent one, yielding a system S' with the same set of unknowns. The 
two systems S and S' are equivalent in ~(RM(P) )  (they have the same le;~t solution), 
and S is ac-compatible if S' satisfies condition AC. 
Remark 3.11. The many-sorted case: we now assume that P is a many-sorted 
signature, that .Y is its set of sorts, and that for every s E ~ one has a binary symbol 
//, of profile s x s -* s, and a constant e~ of sort s. A many-sorted P-magma M is 
a P.ac-magma if the equational axioms expressing that//~ is associative and commu- 
tative with unit e~. All the definitions, results, and conjectures of this section extend 
easily to the many-sorted signature P. We omit the routine details. 
4. Monadic second-order parsable graph-grammars 
A set of graphs L ts strongly context-free iff it has a presentation such that, in 
every graph G of L, a syntactic tree of G can be specified by a fixed definition 
scheme. Roughly speaking, this definition says that L is generated by a context-free 
graph-grammar F such that, in every graph, the associative-commutative image of 
a derivation tree of the graph G relative to the grammar F is defined by a fixed 
definition scheme. 
In this section, we let ~r = (P, - )  be a finite signature of graph operations, we let 
be its set of sorts. The signature lr may contain special symbols / / , ,  e, denoting 
fixed graph operations defined below, such that / / ,  is associative and commutative 
with unit e,. We let B:= P-{// , ,e,  ln~O}. 
We denote by h,~ the unique homomorphism M(P)  --~ FG, ,  and by rh,~ the unique 
homomorphism RM(P)  -* FG,~. A presentation f a set of graphs L is a pair of the 
form ( lr, K ) where either K c_ M(P)  and L = h,~( K ), or K c RM(P)  and L = ~ h ~ (K ). 
A set L is context-free iff it has a presentation where K is an equational subset of 
M(P),  or of RM(P)  (by an immediate xtension of Corollary !.10). Actually, we 
shall only consider presentations where K is a subset of RM(P).  This is not a loss 
of generality for the following reasons. Some of the operations defined by symbols 
in B may be associative and commutative, without being declared so. This means 
that they are treated as "ordinary" operations. Their associativity and commutativity 
properties are not used to reduce syntactic trees, as done in Section 3. Hence, the 
case where K c_ M(P)  is nothing but the special case of that where K c_ RM(P)  and 
none of the special symbols//, and e, occurs in K. 
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Definition 4.1 (Parallel-composition). We generalize the parallel-composition 
operation introduced in Example !.9 to graphs of type n. For (3, G'  in FG(A), ,  we 
let H = G/ / ,  G '  be the n-graph formed as a disjoint union of G and G'  in which, 
for all i, the ith source of G is fused with the ith source of G', in order to form 
the ith source of H. Hence, the operat ion/ / int roduced in Example i.9 i s / / . ,  and 
the operation//M introduced in Definition 3.2 Zs//,. 
We let e, be a constant denoting the graph n, with n vertices, no edge, and n 
pairwise distinct sources, it is clear that //, is associative and commutative, and 
that G / / ,  e, = e , / / ,  G = G for every graph of type n. If G is a graph of type n, we 
denote by //~ G the parallel composition of p disjoint copies of G. We obtain n 
i fp  =0. 
These definitions also apply if n = 0. Then G//o G'  is the disjoint union of G and 
G' (denoted by G~G'  in [2]; it has no source) and eo is the empty graph 0. 
Delinition 4.2 ( Definable and parsable presentations). Let ( ~r, K ) be a presentation 
of a set of  graphs L, with K c_ RM(P) , .  it is definable if the mapping rh~ : K --~ L 
is definable as a transduction (see Definition 2.2). It is monadic second-orderparsable 
(we shall simply say parsable) i fthe transduction rh~' : L -.. K is essentially definable. 
A set of  graphs is strongly context-free if it has a parsable presentation. (We shall 
prove that a strongly context-free set of graphs is context~free, which is not obvious 
from the definition.) 
Let F = (A, U, Q, u,) be a context-free graph grammar, with nonterminal ~ymbols 
ul, • • •, u,. We say that it is constructed over ~r if, for every production rule q : u ---, D, 
the graph D is the value of some term ~ in M(Pu  U) (i.e., D= h,(~)).  We let S~:, 
be the system of equations (u, = tl . . . . .  u, = t,) where each ti is the sum ofaU terms 
such that q is a production rule with left-hand side u,. If K is the first component 
of its least solution in ~(M(P) ) ,  we have L(F)  = rh , (K) ,  it follows that (~r, hat(K)) 
is a presentation of L = L(F) ,  with h,c(K)_c RM(P). 
We say that F is monadic second-orderparsable if it is constructed over a signature, 
such that the associated presentation of L(F)  as defined above is parsable, it follows 
that the set of graphs defined by such a grammar is strongly context-free. 
Lemma 4.3. For every signature of graph operations lr, the transduction 
rh. : RM(P)  -* FG~ is definable. 
Proposition 4.4. (1) A presentation ( Tr, K) is definable iff K is definable, iff K is 
recognizable in RM(P).  
(2) A set L has a definable prest'ntation iff it is context-free. 
Lemma 4.3 says that every graph can be defined in its syntactic tree. A set of 
graphs is strongly context-free if, conversely, in every graph of the set, a syntactic 
tree of this graph can be defined. 
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. (I) if (~r, K ) is definable, then K is a definable subset of 
RM(P). Hence, it is recognizable by Theorem 3.3. 
Conversely, if K is recognizable, then it is definable by Theorem 3.3. Since 
rh,, is definable by Lemma 4.3, its domain-restriction to K is also definable by 
Corollary 2.7. 
(2) If L has a definable presentation (lr, K), then K is recognizable (by (!)), 
and equational because RM(P) is finitely generated (so that every RM(P)-recogniz- 
able set is equational). Hence, rh, , (K)= L is equational, it is thus context-free by 
Corollary 1.10. 
Every context-free set has a presentation with K c_M(p), that is definable 
by (l). [] 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 necessitates a few technical definitions. 
Definition 4.5. Let ~r=(P,- )  be a sigt~ture of graph operations as described in 
Section 1. We let B:= P-{ / / , ,e ,  ln>~O}. 
We aim to define the graph rh,(t),  for t in RM(P),  as a gluing of copies of the 
graphs defining the operations p for p in R Following Definition 3.2, we consider 
a tree t in RM(P) as a graph in RT(B) also denoted by t. Hence, we let t-- 
(V,, E,, lab,, vert,, sre,). We let m be the sort of t, i.e., the type of the graph it defines. 
For every p in B of profile n, x .  • • x nk - -  n, defined by a tuple (D, e~ . . . . .  ek), 
we denote by v(p,j, i) the ith vertex of ej. We denote by H(p)  the graph 
D[n,/e~ . . . . .  nk/ek]. Hence, H(p) is the graph D from which the "nonterminal" 
edges e~ . . . . .  eA have been deleted. 
For every e in E,, we let Hie)  be a copy of H(lab,(e)) disjoint from all other 
graphs under consideration. Technically, if lab, (e) =p, if H(p)  = ( V, E, lab, vert, sre) 
then we can let 
H(e) := ( V × {e}, E × {e}, lab', vert', src') with lab'((e', e)):= lab(e'), 
vert'((e °,e), i):-- (vert(e', i), e), 
and src'(j):= (src(j), e) for all e 'e  E, all i e [r(e')] ,  all j e  [¢(H(p))].  
We also let v(e,j, i) denote the vertex (v(p,j, i), e) of H(e). The graphs I-I(e), 
H(e')  are disjoint for every two edges e, e '~  e, of t. We let 
K(t) := K := (VK, EK, labK, vertK, srcs) 
where VK := [m]u[..)  {VH~,.~[eE E,}, EK := [..J {EHq,.~[eE E,}, labK is the mapping 
such that labK [ Eu~e~ =labu~c~, vertK is the mapping such that vertK I Eu~e~ =vertu4e), 
and srcK := (1, 2 . . . . .  m). 
We finally let glue(t) be the graph K( t ) /~  where ~ is the equivalence relation 
on VK., generated by the set of pairs of vertices Rt u R:, where 
U,:= {(i, srcH,,,~(i))lic[m], e is a O-edge of t}, 
R, := {(v(e',j, i), srcH,,.~(i))l i ~ [¢(lab,(e))], e, e'~ E,, 
e is a j-successor of e'}. 
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(Let us recall that if -~ is an equivalence relation o .  the set of vertices of a graph 
K. then the quotient graph H := K/~- is defined as (V~/---, EK, labK,vert . , s r¢ . ) .  
where vert .  (e, i) is the equivalence class ofvert~ (e, i). and src .  (i) is that ofsrc~: (i).) 
Lemma 4.6. For every t in RM(P),  we have rh~(t) =glue(t). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of t. [ ]  
For future reference, let us define as follows a family of binary relations on E, : 
if i, i 'eN,  p ,p 'e  B, xe  V. ,p , ,  x 'e  V.qp,~, then, for every e, e' in E,: 
,,.p.,.,..p..,(e, ') iff e is an/ -edge,  e' is an /'-edge, 
and (x,e)~-(x ' ,e ' ) .  
For each 6.tuple i, p, x, i', p', x' as above, the associate,~ binary relation on t can 
be defined by a monadic second-order formula (to be interpreted in the logical 
structure representing t) also denoted by ~.~.~.~' ~l ~P" 
Example 4.7. Here is an example illustrating the construction of Definition 4.5. We 
use again the signature of graph operations P defining series-parallel graphs (see 
Example 1.9). 
Figure 6 shows a term t in RM(P),  and its representation as a graph in RT(B). 
Figure 7 shows the intermediate graph K(t) ,  and its quotient glue(t), in Fig. 7, the 
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. This result is actually an immediate ap~)lication of Lemma 4.6. 
Let us consider t in RM(P),  of sort m. We wish to define in t the graph glue(t). 
Let k be Max{m, size(H(p))lpc B} where the size of a graph H is Card(V . )+ 
Card(E .  ). 
it follows from Definition 4.5 that K(t) can be defined in D, x [k]. More precisely, 
the sources of K(t) are represented by the pairs (sre,( ! ), i), i = I , . . . ,  m. The vertices 
and edges of the graphs H(e), e ~ E, that form K(t) can be represented by pairs of 
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the form (e, i), ic [size(Hie))]. Hence, K(I) is definable in t. Its quotient glue(t) is 
definable in K(t) by Lemma 2.4, hence, glue(l) is definable in t. [] 
Theorem 4.8. Let L be a strongly context-free set of graphs. 
( I ) L is definable, recognizable, and context-free. 
(2) A subset of L is definable iff it is recogni:able. 
ProoL (I) Let us assume that Lc_ FG(A),, is strongly context-free. We let R:= 
R(A, n) and A =(,p, 0~ . . . . .  0~, (0,),. R.D be a definition scheme, with set of para- 
meters ~/~'= { IV, . . . .  , W,,}, that defines, in every graph G in FG(A),,, a syntactic 
tree of this graph, relative to a fixed signature of graph operations. Hence, for every 
such graph G: 
Gc L iff def~(G, y) is defined for some y, 
iff (G, y) ~ so, 
iff Gt= =lW, . . . . .  Wn,.[~]. 
it follo,vs that L is definable. Hence, it is recognizable by Theorem 2.9. it is also 
context-free, because it is of finite tree-width (since its elements are the values of 
graph expressions constructed over a finite signature of graph operations (see 
Theorem I.! I), and because very recognizable set of graphs of finite tree-width is 
context-free. 
(2) Let M m L be recognizable. Since recognizability is preserved under inverse 
homomorphisms, the set D:= rh~/(M)m_ RM(P)  is recognizable. Hence, D is 
definable by Theorem 3.3. Let/3 be a formula defining it, i.e., be such that for every 
t reet inRM(P) , tcD i f f t~/3 .  
By Proposition 2.5, one can construct a formula ~ with free variables in :ltt" such 
that for every G in FG(A) ,  and every l/ '-assignment y in G: 
t =defa(G,  y) is defined and t ~/3 iff (G, y) ~/~. 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to prove the following 
claim. 
Claim. G~ M ~f fG~ ::lW, . . . . .  Win. [/3]. 
Proof of the claim. If G ~ ::l W, . . . . .  W,,. [/~], then (G, y) ~/~ for some y. Hence, 
def.~(G, y) is a tree t such that t .~ ft. Hence, tc  D and rh,,(t) = G belongs to M. 
Let conversely Gc  M. For some y: 'it"---, G, defa(G, y) is a well-defined tree t 
such that rh,,(t) = G. Hence, tc  D. it follows that t ~/3 and that (G, y) ~- ft. Hence, 
G~ 3W, . . . . .  Wn,.[~]. [] 
Let us recall that every definable set of graphs is recognizable but that some 
recognizable sets are not definable [7]. Hence, part (2) of this theorem proves that 
every recognizable set that is "bounded" in some way (here, "bounded" means 
"included in a strong context-free set") is definable. 
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Special cases are known from [3] (see also [22, Theorem 3.2]) for sets of words 
and [I !, Theorem 3.9] for sets of ranked ordered trees (see also [22, Theorem i i. | ]). 
Our Theorem 3.3 establishes the corresponding property for the class of trees RM(P). 
All these sets (of words, of trees of various types) are strongly context-free as we 
shall see in Section 5. 
What about languages? Let us say that a context-free (string) grammar 1" is 
monadic second-order parsable if the transduction from words in L(F) to their 
derivation trees (relative to F) is essentially definable. These grammars generate 
regular languages by Biichi's theorem. Conversely, a context-free grammar generat- 
ing a regular language is not necessarily monadic second-order parsable, as shown 
by the following example. 
Example 4.9. Let FI be a context-free grammar generating { a"b"[n/> ! } with initial 
nonterminal ul, and l', be another one generating {a, b}*-L( l ' l ) ,  with initial 
nonterminal u:. Let us assume that these grammars have disjoint sets of nonterminals. 
Let I" be the union of 1"1 and /',, augmented with the rule ul --~ u., generating 
{a, b}* from the initial nonterminal u~. 
The grammar F is not monadic second.order parsable. Let us assume, by contra- 
diction, that it is. Let f be a definable transduction from words to derivation trees 
(of F) expressing that. its codomain-restriction by the set of derivation trees of FI 
(that "eliminates" the derivation trees of 1½) would be definable, and Theorem 4.8 
would show that 1"1 is monadic second-order parsable. The language LiFI) would 
be definable, hence, regular, which is not the case. 
We denote by SCF(A)t the class of strongly context-free subsets of FG(A)t. 
Theorem 4.10. (1) The intersection of a strongly context-free set of graphs with a 
recognizable one is strongly context:free. 
(2) The class SCF(A)~ is ~'losed under union, intersection, and difference. 
(3) I f  L is context-free and L' is strongly context-free, then the inclusion L c_ L' is 
decidable. The equality o.f two strongly ct~ntext-free s ts of graphs is decidable. 
Proof. (I) Let L be strongly context-free. Let L' be definable. The definable trans- 
duction .f: L - -  K expressing that L is strongly context-free can be restricted into 
a definable transduction L n L' - ,  K, establishing that L n L' is strongly context-free. 
If L' is assumed to be recognizable, then L" := L n L' is recognizable, hence definable 
by Theorem 4.8. The above argument (with L" instead of L') establishes that L" is 
strongly context-free. 
(2) Let L and L' be strongly context-free subsets of FG(A)k, given by parsable 
presentations (or, K) and (or, K ' )  over a same signature ¢r. (It is easy to make two 
signatures into a single one, by renaming some symbols if necessary.) it is not hard 
to establish that the presentation (or, K u K ' )  of L u L' is parsable. 
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Since a strongly context-free set is definable, the other closure assertions follow 
from (I). Let us recall that FG(A)~ is not context-free as soon as A contains at least 
one symbol of type > I, by the results recalled in Definition 1.2 and Theorem 1.11. 
Hence, the class SCF(A)~ has no maximal element. 
(3) Let L be a context-free and L' be a strongly context-free set of graphs over 
A of type k. Then L c L' iff the set M := L n (FG(A)k - L' ) is empty. Since FG(A)~ - 
L' is definable, the set M is context-free, and its emptiness can be tested, if/.. and 
L' are both strongly context-free, the two inequalities I t_  L' and L 'c  L can be 
tested, hence so can be the equality L = L'. [] 
Remark 4.11. Let us first recall that there exist context-free sets of graphs having 
an NP-complete membership roblem. An example is the set of graphs of cyclic 
bandwidth at most 3 (see [17]). 
Let now Lc  FG(A)~ be strongly context-free. The membership of a graph G in 
L can be decided in time O(size(G):). We sketch the proof of this fact. Let ~' be 
the formula that defines L (see Theorem 4.8(1)). One car, find an integer m such 
that twd(L)<~ m, and an algorithm that, for every graph G in FG(A)~, gives in time 
O(size(G) 2) the following possible answers (see [8]): 
(!) G~ L; 
(2) Iwd(G)<~ m and G~ ~'; 
(3) twd(G)<~ m and G~ -as¢'. 
Hence, one obtains G~ L in cases (I) and (3) and Gc L in case (2). 
Let us now consider the case where G is in L. The formula ,p' is of the form 
:IW~ . . . . .  1~;,.[~], where W~ . . . . .  W,, are parameters. From sets W~ . . . . .  W,, 
satisfying so, a syntactic tree of G can be obtained. We think, that by the results of 
[ I ] ,  one can obtain in linear time a { W~ . . . . .  W,,}-assignment in G, and, from this 
assignment, one can construct in polynomial time, the syntactic tree it defines. []  
Conjeclures 4.12. We compare the various conjectures we made in the introduction 
(Conjectures !-3), and in Section 2 (Conjecture (2.10)). We fix a nontrivial alphabet 
A. Without loss of generality, we shall only compare sets of 0-graphs. We let Lk 
denote the set of 0-graphs of tree-width at most k. 
Let us consider the following statements. 
(A) For every k, the set L~ i~,, strongly context-free (Conjecture 2). 
(B) i fa  set of graphs is context-free and definable, then it is strongly context-free 
(Conjecture 3). 
(C) If a set of graphs is context-free and recoonizable, then it is definable (by 
Theorems i.11, 1.13, and 2.9, this satement is equivalent o Conjecture 1, also 
reformulated as Conjecture 2.10). 
By the same three theorems, one can replace in statement (B) the condition "'is 
context-free'" by "is of finite tree-width", and statements (B) and (C) are respectively 
equivalent to: 
(B') for every definable set of graphs K, the set K c~ L~ is strongly context-free, 
(C') for every recognizable set of graphs K, the set K c~ L~ is defir, able. 
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We now observe that (A) and (B) are equivalent. State,lent (B) implies CA) 
because L~ is context-free (Theorem I.I l) and definable [8]. And CA) implies (B) 
by Theorems I . I I ( I )  and 4.8. They imply the validity of (C), i.e., of Conjectures ! 
and 2.10. It does not seem that CC) implies them. 
Let us now consider again the diagram of Fig. 3. The conjecture that CA) and C B) 
hold is equivalent to stating that L~ belongs to SCF, and that the box with ??? is 
empty. It implies that the box with ? is empty. The apparently weaker conjecture 
that (C) holds is equivalent to stating that the box with ? is empty. 
Example 4.13. The following set of graphs L has a parsable presentation (Tr, K) 
wi:h K ~_ RM(P), but no parsable presentation with K ~_ M(P). 
We let a be a symbol of type 0 and L be the set of graphs G of the form //~'~ a, 
for n > 0. Assume that we have a parsable presentation (Tr, K ) of L with K c_ M(P) 
for some P. The corresponding definition scheme is written with special predicates 
cardp.~ for p, q ~ N, with q in some finite set N of integers. Hence, this definition 
scheme defines in each graph G of L a syntactic tree of L that is an ordered tree. 
A graph in L is just an unordered set of undistinguishable edges. Let us consider 
the set L' of graphs in L with a number of edges equal to a multiple of some prime 
number M larger the least common multiple of all the element,~ of N. it is proved 
in [7] that the predicate cardo.M can be expressed by a monadic second-order formula 
in structures where some linear order is definable, which is the case of the syntactic 
trees of the graphs of L. It follows that L' can be defined by a formula using the 
special predicates eardp.q for p, q with q in N, hence that eardo.M can be expressed 
in terms of them. The proof of [7] showing that the counting monadic second-order 
logic is strictly more powerful than the noncounting one can be adapted and proves 
that this is not possible. Hence, one obtains a contradiction as desired. 
S. Regular graph-grammars 
We introduce a class of graph operations uch that, for every signature 7r built 
with them, the transduction rh,,' is definable. It follows that every presen~.ation f
the form (~-, K) where K is recognizable is parsable. The context-free graph- 
grammars associated with such presentations are called regular. The regular tree- 
grammars and the left-linear (word) grammars are of this form (via appropriate 
transformations into graph-grammars). 
Definition 5.1 CRegular graph operations). As in the last section, we denote by P a 
finite signature of graph operations over the ranked alphabet A. We let Jc_ ~ be 
the finite set of sorts of this signature. We let B := P-{// , , ,  e,, In >~0}. in addition, 
we assume that 0 is not in .Y, and that all elements of A are of positive rank (i.e., type). 
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For every p in B, the associated graph operation is defined by a tuple 
(D(p),  en . . . . .  e~ ). The edges et . . . . .  e~ of D(p)  are its nonterminal edges. The other 
ones, labelled in A, are its terminal edges. We let H(p)  be associated with p ,s  in 
the construction of Definition 4.5. 
We need some terminology concerning paths in (hyper)graphs. With a graph G, 
we associate the set 
P (G) :  = {(v, e, i,j, v')[v, v'~ Vt~, ec  E~, i, jc[1"(e)], i~ j ,  v = vertt~(e, i), 
v' = vert,~( e,j)}. 
A path from v to v' in G (or linking v to v'), is a nonempty sequence 7r of elements 
of P(G)  of the form 
lr = ( v, en, il , j l ,  vl)( vn, e~, i2,j_~, v2) • • • ( v~ n, e~, i~, jk, v' ). 
Its length is k, and its sequence of vertices is defined as 
vert(~r) := (v, v~, v , , . . . ,  v~_~, v'). 
If v~, . . . ,  t,k ~ are internal vertices, i.e., are not sources of G, then ~" is an internal 
path. Note that v and v' may be internal or not. We say that 7r is a terminal path 
if all its edges are terminal. 
Let us consider the following conditions concerning a graph D(p) for p in B. 
(RI) D(p)  has pairwise distinct sources. 
(R2) D(p)  has at least one edge. Either it is reduced to a single terminal edge, 
all vertices of which are sources, or each of its edges has at least one internal vertex. 
(R3) Any two vertices of D(p) are linked by a terminal and internal path. 
We say that P is regular if conditions (RI) -(R3) hold for each p in B, i f0 is not 
a sort of P, and if no element of A is of type 0. 
The main theorem of this section is the following. 
Theorem 5.2. Let Tr be a signature of regular graph operations over A. The transduction 
rh~) :FG(A) - - ,  RM(P)  is definable. 
The basic technique of this proof has already been used in [9] to establish that 
an infinite graph defined as the initial solution of a system of graph equations can 
be characterized by a monadic second-order formula. Before starting the proof, we 
give a few examples howing that the theorem fails without some of conditions 
(RI)-(R3).  
Examples 5.3. We let A consist of a, b, c, d,f. We shall introduce graph operations 
p, r, s, t forming with //i and f/, a signature ~r. We shall consider sets of graphs L 
that are not definable, but that are of the form rh~(K) for recognizable :-ets K. If 
rh~ ~ :FG(A)---,  RM(P)  would be definable, its codomain restriction to t'he sets K 
would be definable, and the sets L would be definable by Theorem 4.8. 
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Let p be the graph operation defined by the graph: 
I o  J ~,O " ~,O u~ ~,02  
the nonterminal edge of which is labelled by u. We let c be an edge label of type 
2, hence also a graph. Then L~ := rh~({pn(c)l n t>0}) is the set of graphs of the 
following form: 
] lo  • ~,O. . .O  an ~,0 ¢ JO  b b • ~,O. . .O  ~,02  
with as many b's as a's. Since one cannot express the equality of the cardinalities 
of two sets in monadic second-order logic, this set is not definable (see [7] for more 
details). Hence, rh~ j is not definable. Note that D ip)  satisfies conditions (R1) and 
(R2), but not condition (R3). 
Let now r=d Ilnf, where d andfare  both of type 1. Let L2:=rh~({//~ rln ~> 1}). 
This set consists of graphs with one vertex, one source, and an equal number of 
unary edges labelled by d and by f. As above, it is not definable. Here, D(r) 
contradicts condition (R2) but satisfies the two others. 
Now let s be the binary graph operation defined by the following graph: 
a b 
l o -  ,o  ,o2  
u v 
with nonterminal edges labelled by u and v. Let also t be the graph 
n,2 . - -  @. 
Then the set L, ' - -rh,({//~ s(t, t)[n>~ l}) is not definable by the same counting 
argument as above. Note that D(s) satisfies (RI) -(R3),  and that t satisfies (R2) and 
(R3) only. The fusion of vertices due to ,he substitution of t for u and v in D(s) 
destroys condition (R2) (for s~t, t)). 
Let us note in passing that every graph operation built as a finite combination of 
regular graph operations is regular. 
We now start the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Remarks 5.4. Some preliminary remarks and notations are necessary. Let t c 
RM(P),,. Then G = rh~(t):= K( t ) /~  ~ FG(A). where K(t) and ~ are as in Definition 
4.5. We shall use the notation of this definition. 
We assume that t is not reduced to an isolated root, i.e., that G is not reduced 
to n. We also assume that each graph H(p)  has at least one internal vertex. 
We let h be the canonical surjective homomorphism K(t)---, G = K( t ) /~ .  
For every p in B, we let {fp., . . . . .  fp.,,.} be an enumeration of the set of edges of 
H(p).  We let E~.p.i be the set of edges of G of the form h((fpj ,  e)) where ec  E,, 
lab,(e) =p, 1 <~j<~ np and e is an /-edge. (Hence, 0<~ i<~ M := Max{p(p) lp  ~ B}.) 
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Every edge e' of  G is of the form h((f, e)) for a unique dge e of t, a unique 
edge f of  H(p) .  We let f,., be this edge and k (e ' ) :=  (i, p, j )  where i is such that e 
is an /-edge of t. 
It is clear that the family ~ = {E,.,.j} forms a finite partition of Eel. 
For each p in B, let us also choose an internal vertex c r of H(p)  (we have assumed 
that each H(p)  has one internal vertex hence is not reduced to a single terminal edge). 
We let C={h( (cp ,  e ) ) leeE , ,  p=lab, (e)} .  Note that C is in bijection with E,. 
Our purpose is to establish that t can be defined in G in terms of ~ and C 
For every path ~r in G of the form 
(v, et, i~,jn, vn)(vn, e2, i2,J2, v2) . .. (vk n, e~, ik,j~, v') 
we define its trace as the sequence 
tr(rr) := ( k( en), in ,jn)( k( e,), i~,j~) . . . ( k( e~ ), i~,j~ ). 
Now let/z be a path 
(v, en, in,in, vn) . . . (vk-n, e~, i~,jk, v') 
in H(p) .  Let e e E,, p = lab,(e). We denote by h(/.t, e) the following path in G: 
(h(v, e), h(en, e), in, j l ,  h(vn, e ) ) . . .  (h(v~ i, e), h(e~, e), i~,j~, h(v', e)). 
If e is an /-edge then tr (h(p,  e)) is the sequence 
r = ((i, p, m,L i, , j , ) (( i ,  p~ m~), i 2 , j~) . . .  ((i, p, m~ ), ik,jk) 
where e~ =f~.,,, for each j = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Lemma 5.5. Let G, t be as in Remarks 5.4. Let tz be a path in G o f  the form h(~', e) 
for  some e in E,, some path ~r in H(lab,(e)) ,  all vertices o f  which, except perhaps the 
last one are internal, l f  lz' is another path in G having the same trace and the same 
initial vertex, then Iz' = iz. 
Proof. Let ~ =(v,  el,  in, jr ,  v~)(vl, e. , , i : , j2,  w) . . .  (v~_j, e~, i~,j~, v~) and f t '=  
(v, e'n, i' l,j ' l, V'l )(V'l, e ' ,  i ' , j ' ,  v ' ) . . ,  be ,he two paths. Since they have the same 
trace, they have the same length k and i, = i',, j ,  =j', for all s = 1 . . . . .  k. 
We have v=h(~,e) ,  en=h(~t ,e ) ,  and e'~=h(~'| ,e')  for some v, et,e'~, and e'. 
We shall prove that ~n = ~'t and e'= e. 
Let us assume that e '~  e. We have v = h(6, e) = h(~', e'). This is possible only if 
is a source of H(p)  or 6' is a source of H(p ' )  (or both), where p=lab , (e ) ,  
p '=lab , (e ' ) .  Since ~ is not a source of H(p) ,  ~' must be a source of H(p ' ) .  Since 
/.t and p.' have the same trace, k(e ' , )=k(e~) .  It follows that p=p'  and et=e'm. 
Hence, ~' is a source of H(p ' )  iff 6 is a source of H(p) .  We obtain that 6 is a source 
of H(p) ,  a cuntradiction. 
Hence, e'= e. It follows that v't = vn. We can repeat this argumen~ for the 
right factors (Vn, e2, i2, j : ,  V,) . . .  and (v',, e ' ,  i ' , j ' ,  v ' )  . . .  of/z and/z ' .  We finally 
obtain p =/z' .  [] 
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We shall now construct logical formulas with parameters  denot ing the sets in 
and the set C. In these formulas,  we shall denote in the same way a variable and  
the object or the set of objects it defines. Hence, we take as set of  parameters  
~' := IC}u{E,., . , l i<~ M, pc  B,j<~ me}. 
Lemma 5.6. Let G, t, ~, C be as in Remarks 5.4. For every p in B, every i in [0, M] ,  
every vertex  of  H(p) ,  one can construct aformula Xe.,.,( u, w, 74 r ) such that, for every 
two vertices u and w of  G: 
(G, u, w ~)  ~ ~,.,., iff u = h( ( c,, e ) ) for some i-edge e in E, such that 
p=lab , (e )  and w= h((x, e)). 
Roughly speaking, this lemma says that every vertex w of  G is def inable from 
the corresponding vertex u in G. By " 'corresponding" ,  we mean that  u is of  the 
form h((c e, e)) and that w = h((x, e)) for some e. 
Proof. We first assume that x ~ c e. By condi t ion (R3) there is an internal  path rr in 
H(p)  l inking t ;  to x. Let 
(ce,.]" e...... ij , j j ,  vl)(v, ,.~ ...... i,.,j,., v,) . . . ( . . .  i~,j~, x) 
be this path. We let r be the sequence 
((i, p, nil), i l , j l ) ( ( i ,p,  m,), i~ , j , ) . . .  ((i,p, m~), i~,j~). 
Let j~,.,,, be an edge of  H(p)  such that ver t ( f  e..... i) = c, for some m. Let Xp.,.,(u, w, W) 
be the formula expressing that 
(i) uc  C and u is the Ith vertex o fan  edge in E,.e ..... 
(ii) there is a path with trace r from u to w. 
In order to express that,  for some edge e in a patil, one has k(e)= (i, p, j ) ,  it 
suffices to write e~ E,.e.,. ;t fol lows that a monad ic  second-order  formula Xe.,., can 
be written to express (i) and (ii). 
If u = h((c  e, e)) for some ~-edge e in E, with p = lab, (e)  and  w = h((x,  e)), then 
(i) and (ii) hold with path h(rr, e) satisfying OiL 
Let conversely u, w satisfy ~'e ..... Let p. be a path satisfying (ii). Then u = h((ce, e)) 
and c is an /-edge by (i). The path h(~r, e) l inks u to h((x, e)); its trace is r. Lemma 
5.5 yields that # = h(Tr, e), hence w = h((x, e)). 
We still have to consider  the case where x = c e. We take X, .... expressing that 
u c C, that u = w, and that u is the / th  vertex of  some edge in E,.e ..... as in condi t ion 
(i). This case is actually s impler than ~he previous one. [] 
Lemma 5.7. One can construct a .lbrmula ize.,.i,., (u, w, ~') such that, for every two 
vertices u, w t~/ G: 
(G, u, w, ?, ( ' )  ~ t~,,,~r , ., iff u : h((cp, e)), w = h((c~, e ' ) )  for some e, e' in 
E, where p = lab,(e) ,  p'  = lab, (e '  ), e is an i-edge, 
and e' is an i'-successor ore  in t. 
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Proof. For every p,p'  in B, every i in [0, M], every i' in [p(p)] ,  we construct a 
formula/zp,,.p,,,(u, v, W) as follows. We let x t , . . . ,  xk be the sequence of vertices 
of the i'th nonterminal edge o fp  (these vertices belong to H(p)) .  We let ( y~ . . . . .  Yk) 
be the sequence of sources of H(p).  
We let p.p.,.p,.~, be the formula 
3v~ . . . . .  v~. [Xp.,.x,(u, v~, ~)^ Xp,.,,.,.,(w, v~, ~) . . .  
^ Xp.,.~(u, vk, ~)^Xp,.,,.,.~(w, v~, ~)] .  
If u=h((cp,  e)), w=l , ( (c , , ,e ' ) )  for some e,e '  as in the statement, then vi= 
h( (x ,e ) )=h( (y ,e ' ) ) ,  it follows from Lemma 5.6 that Xp.~.,,(u,w,~t r) and 
Xp,,..~.(w, vj, ~t/') hold for all j=  1 . . . . .  k. Hence, P.p.i.r,oi,(u, w, ~///') holds. 
Let us conversely assume that/zro,.r,~,(u, w, o/~.) holds. Let v~, . . . ,  vk be vertices 
such that Xp.,.,,(u, v,  o///) and Xp,,,.,.,(w, v, ~v') bold for all j. We have u = h((c,, e)), 
w = h((c,~, e')) for some/-edge  labelled by p, some/ ' -edge ' labelled by p'. We 
need only prove that e' is an/ ' -successor  f e. We make the following observation 
concerning h. 
Fact. l f  x, x'  are vertices uch that h ( ( x, e ) ) = h ( ( x', e' )), with e ' # e and, if x is internal 
in H(p),  then x' is a source of  H(p ' )  and e is an ancestor of  e'. 
We now complete the proof. We have h( (x ,  e)) = h(( yj, e'))  for all j .  By condition 
(R2), some vertex xj is internal in H(p).  It follows from the fact abo:e that e is an 
ancestor of  e'. i f  e' is not a successor of e, then e' is a successor of some edge e" # e 
such that e is an ancestor of e". Every vertex h((y,,  e'))  is equal to h( (x ,  e)), it 
is also equal to h( (z ,  e")), where (:~ . . . . .  :k) is the sequence of vertices of a 
nonterminal edge in D(lab,(e")). Because of (R2), some vertex z, is internal in 
D(lab,(e")), but by the fact, h(z,, e")) cannot be equal to h((x ,  e)). Hence, e' is a 
successor of e, and actually an /'-successor since e' is an /'-edge. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. i f  G = n, then the tree t is e,. This special case can be easily 
recognized and treated separately. 
We assume that each graph H(p)  has internal vertices, hence, is not reduced to 
a single terminal edge. 
Let us consider G and t such that G=rh, ( t ) .  It follows from Lemma 5.7 that t 
can be defined in G in terms of ~ and C, where ~ and C are associated with G 
and t as in Remarks 5.4. 
In particular it suffices to define E, as equal to C with lab,(c) =p iff c~ E,.p.j for 
some i,j. It is easy to define V, in terms of C. The formulas defined in Lemma 5.7 
are then useful to express the incidence relations in t. We omit the other details. 
In order to complete the proof, we need only construct a formula ~ with free 
variables in ~/f', such that, if G is an arbitrary graph in FG(A) , ,  if ~, is a ~W-assignment 
in G, then (G, l,) ~ ~v iff t, defines a tree t in RM(P)  in the above sense, G = rh~(t), 
and ~, defines the sets ~, C as in Remarks 5.4. 
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Construction of 
We shall not construct it explicitly; we only indicate that ~o should express the 
following facts: 
(CI) ~ forms a partition of E¢~ (some sets of ~ may be empty), and the label of 
an edge in Ei.p.~ is that off , . j  for all i,p,j; if E,.p.j is nonempty for some j, then it 
is nonempty for all j, ! ~<j ~< np (see Remarks 5.4 for the notation). 
(C2) C c V~:. 
(C3) C and ~ define a tree t in RM(P) .  with E, = C, the structure of which is 
described by means of the formulas of Lemma 5.7. 
To formulate the subsequent conditions, we introduce some notation. 
C,.p--{vc CIv belongs to an edge in E,.e., for some j} 
(if C, ~ are as in Remarks 5.4, th~n, C~.p={h((ce, ))[e~E,, lab,(e)=p, e is an 
/-edge of t}. Let x be a vertex of D(p). We say that ( i ,p,x,u) defines a vertex 
w of G if u~ C,,e, w cV~ and w is the unique vertex of G such that 
(G, u, w, ~, C) ~ X,.,.,. 
(C4) For every triple i ,p,j such that l<~j<~np, the following holds. We let 
(x, . . . . .  x~) be the sequence of vertices of re. , in H(p).  We require that, for every 
u in C,.e, there is a unique edge in E,.e., with sequence of vertices (w l , . . . ,  wk) such 
that (i. p, x .  u) defines w.  for each I = 1 , . . . ,  k. Conversely, we also require that for 
every edge in E,.e.,, there is a unique u in C,., such that (i,p,x~, u) defines the Ith 
vertex of this edge, for each I = 1 . . . .  , k. 
(C5) Every vertex of G belongs to some edge. A vertex v of G is defined by both 
(i, p, x, u) and (i', p', x', u')  iff ~,.e.~,,.p.~.(u, u', 74/') holds, where this formula is the 
"'translation i G'" of the formula ~,.,.,.,.e.,,(u, ') introduced in Definition 4.5, that 
defines a binary relation on E,. Since t can be defined in G (by condition (C3)), 
Proposition 2.5 entails that one can express "in G"  the properties of t. 
Conditions (C1)-(C5) hold for ~, C as defined in Remarks 5.4. 
Let us now assume that ~, is a ~-assignment satisfying them. Conditions (CI) -C3) 
express that ~ and C define a tree t in RM(P).  Condition (C4) shows that G is a 
certain quotient of the graph K(t) defined in Definition 4.5. Condition (C5) expresses 
that G = K( t ) /~  where ~ is the equivalence relation of Definition 4.5. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2 in the case where all graphs D(p) for 
p in B have internal vertices. If some graph D(p) does not satisfy this property, 
then it is reduced to a single terminal edge. We let cp be this edge. The above 
construction must be modified accordingly. We omit the technical details. [] 
Theorem 5.8. A presentation ( rr, K ) where Ir is a signature of regular graph operations 
and K is recognizable, is parsable. 
Proof. Let L=rb=(K). Since K recognizable it is definable (by Theorem 3.3). 
Hence, the transduction rh~':L---. K is definable since it is a codomain- 
restriction of the definable transduction rh,,' : FG(A)~ RM(P)  by a definable set 
(Corollar:, 2.8). [~ 
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Definition 5.9 ( Regular graph-grammars). A context-free graph-grammar F is regular 
(we say also that it is a regular graph-grammar), if it is constructed over a signature 
of regular graph operations, and if the associated system of equations is ac- 
compatible. 
Theorem 5.10. Regular graph-grammar generate strongly o ,  ~ext-free set of graphs. 
Proof. If L is generated by a regular graph-grammar, then it is of the form rh,~(K) 
for some recognizable set K, and some signature of regular operations or. The result 
follows from Theorem 5.8. [] 
Proposition $.11. Every left-linear (word) grammar, every regular-tree grammar is 
(can be translated into) a regular graph grammar. 
Proof. Let F be a left-linear (wr, rd) grammar. Its rules are of three possnble forms 
U- -~ a~,  
U --'~' a ,  
u --.~ E, 
where u, v are nonterminals, a is a terminal symbol, and ~ denotes the empty word. 
They translate into the following rules, forming the context-free graph-grammar/~: 
u- - , le ,  " e - - - ®  
U -.-..~ J • ,c • • 
u - - ,  I o .  
For example, if the word abed is generated by F, then the graph 
lO ,c  • • ( b 0~ c O~ d • 
is generated by/~. The grammar/~ is regular; the graph operations it uses are regular, 
and the associated system is ac-compatible (since the operat ion/ /does not occur 
in it). (The rules of third form are represented with ~.) 
Let us now consider the rules of a regular tree-grammar F. They are of the form 
u- .  f (u , ,  u: . . . . .  uk) 
u--* g 
where u, ul,. •., Uk are nonterminal symbols, f and g are terminal ones of respective 
ranks k with k I> 1 and k = 0. The rules of the corresponding graph-grammar/~ are: 
u- ' fM(u ,  . . . . .  u~) 
u --* gM 
where the operations fM and gM are as in Definition 3.2. Again, these operations 
are regular, and/~ is a regular graph-grammar. It generates the graphs corresponding 
to trees in the sense of Definition 3.2. D 
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Example 5.12. The following graph-grammar generates the set of trees RT(B) defined 
in Section 3. The initial nonterminal is u. It is regular because the graph operations 
of the forms j~, and gst are regular (as above), and the corresponding system of 
equations satisfies conditions AC of Definition 3.7. Here are the rules ofthe grammar: 
w "- ' fM(u . . . . .  u) 
w ---, g~f  
U "*  11//I W 
U --.~ e l .  
Counterexample 5.13. The signature {a, b, e2, if:} where a and c are as in Examples 
5.3, is regular but the equation 
u = a / / :  b / / :  u+e:  
is not ac-compatible and the set of graphs it defines is not strongly context-free 
(because it is not definable). This example is essentially identical to Example 3.6. 
6. Series-parallel graphs and graphs of tree-width at most 2 
In this section, we let A be a finite alphabet of symbols all of rank 2, we let 
Spc_ FG(A):  be the set of oriented series-parallel graphs defined in Example !.6. 
We shall prove that SP is strongly context-free. From this result, we shall derive 
the strong context-freeness of the set of g~aphs of tree-width at most 2. 
We need a few technical lemmas on series-parallel graphs. 
Let G be a graph in FG(A). By a path in G from x to y, where x, ycV~,  we 
mean in this section, a sequence of edges (e, . . . .  , en) such that x=vert,~(e,,  1), 
y = vert,  (e,, 2), vert~ (e,, 2) = veM, (e, + ,, i ) for i = i . . . . .  n - 1. We have an empty 
path i fn=0,  x=y,  andac i rcu i t i fx=vandn#0.  
Let z be a vertex. A path goes through z if z is a vertex of one of its edges. 
Otherwise, it avoids :. If G belongs to FG(A)2, a long path in G is a path from 
src,~(I) to src~(2). 
The following characterization of oriented series-parallel graphs is classical 
(see [24]). 
Lemma 6.1. A graph G in FG(A)2 is in SP iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1 ) eveo' vertex behmgs to a hmg nonempo, path, 
(2) G has no circuit, 
( 3 ) there is no 4-tuple (x, y i, 3"2, z ) ofpairwise distinct vertices with pairwise noninter- 
secting paths from x to y,, f rom y, to z, for  i = I, 2, and from Yl to Y2. 
Definitions 6.2. A graph G in SP is concretely given by means of a set of vertices 
V ,  and of a set of edges E,,. Its sources need not be specified because they can be 
determined from the orientations of edges in a unique way. 
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A sub-SP-graph H of G is a graph in SP with set of vertices V .  c_ Va, with set 
of edges E .  ~ Ea, and such that lab .  = laba [ E .  and vert .  = verta F E . .  We denote 
this by H c_ G. (Two isomorphic sub-SP-graphs of G are not considered as equal.) 
i f  e is an edge of G. we denote by G[e]  the sub-SP-graph of G with e as unique 
edge. Let H and H' be sub-SP-graphs of G such that E .  n E . ,  = ~. If s rc .  = s rc . ,  
we denote by H/ /H '  the sub-SP-graph of  G with set of edges E .  u E . , .  If 
s rc .  (1 )=sre . (2 ) ,  we denote by H • H '  the sub-SP-graph of  G with set of edges 
E .  uEw.  
We say that G is *-atomic (resp.//-atomic) if G is not equal to H * H'  (resp. to 
H/ /H ' )  for any two sub-SP-graphs H and H'. it is clear that a graph in SP is 
• -atomic iff it is 2-connected or is reduced to a unique edge. 
Lemma 6.3. Let G ~ SP. 
( 1 ) l fG  is not .-atomic, there exists a unique sequence G , , . . . ,  Gk, k >I 2 of  .-atomic 
subgraphs of  G such that G = Gi * G2 •" • • • Gk. 
(2) I f  G is •-atomic, then we have either G is reduced to a single edge, or 
there exists a unique set {Gi . . . . .  Gk} of //-atomic subgraphs of  G such that G = 
G, II G211.  . " II G , .  
Proof.  Easy induction on the number of edges of G. [] 
Definition 6.4 (Constituents). By induction on the number of edges of G, we define 
a set of  subgraphs of G, denoted by CONST(G).  i f  Ea is singleton, then we let 
CONST(G)  := {G}. Otherwise, G can be decomposed in a unique way as stated in 
Lemma 6.3. In both cases of Lemma 6.3 we let 
CONST(G)  = { G} u CONST(G,)  u .  • • u CONST( Gk ). 
The elements of  CONST(G)  are called the constituents of  G. Note that for every 
e in Ea,  G[e] is a constituent of (3. 
For every graph G in SP, Lemma 6.3 yields, by an induction on the size of G, 
an expression ta in RM(P)  denoting G. Here, we let P={//,  .}uA (the binary 
operat ion / /has  no unit). The expression ta  is associated with G in a unique way 
if, in Lemma 6.3, Case !, we choose to write G = Gs • (G:  • ( . . .  (Gk-t • Gk) . . .  )). 
Hence, we obtain in this way a bijection G ~ ta of SP onto a definable subset 
K of RM(P).  In order to establish that SP is strongly context-free, we need only 
prove that ta (represented by a relational structure as explained in Section 3) is 
definable in G. For this purpose, we introduce some new technical definitions. 
Definit ions 6.5. Let G ~ SP and x, y ~ Va. 
(!)  We write x ~< y iff there exists a path in G from x to y. ~ince G has no cycle, 
the relation ~< is a partial order on G. We denote by < the associated strict order. 
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(2) If x, y ~ Vc;, x < y, then we denote by G[x, y] the subgraph of G consisting 
of all vertices z, x <~ z ~< y, and all edges of G linking these vertices. Its two sources 
are x and y. 
(3) For every edge e of (5, we denote by G[e] the graph G[vert6(e, 1), vert~(e, 2)]. 
This graph is clearly •-atomic. 
(4) We let VL- be the set of vertices in Vc; that are avoided by some long path. 
Then, for x in VL-, we denote by left(x) (resp. by right(x)) the unique vertex y such 
that: 
(4.1) y<x (resp. x<y),  
(4.2) every long path that goes through x also goes through y, 
(4.3) there is a long path that goes through y and avoids x, 
(4.4) i fy '  is any vertex satisfying (4.1)-(4.3) then y'<~y (resp. y<~y'). (Hence, y 
is the vertex satisfying (4.1)-(4.3) that is as close to x as possible.) 
The existence and unicity of such vertices y will be proved below. 
(5) If x is as above, we let G[x] := G[left(x),  right(x)]. 
(6) in order to have uniform nota'ion, we also let left(e):=vertcs(e,l) and 
right(e) := vert~(e, 2) for e ~ E6, so that G[e] can also be written G[left(e), right(e)]. 
Figure 8 illustrates these definitions. We have y = left(x), z = right(x); the vertices 
y' and z' satisfy conditions (4.1)-(4.3) but not condition (4.4). The graphs G[x] 
and G[e] are equal (i.e., are the same concrete subgraph). 
/ • , .  \ 
Y' ,~  X / ,  Z' 
e 
Fig. 8. 
)02  
Lemma 6.6. if x ~ V~;, then left(x) and right(x) are well defined. The graph G[x] is 
• -a lomic .  
Proof. The sources src(;(l) and src,(2)  satisfy conditions (4.1)-(4.3) of 
Definition 6.5. 
Let us consider a long path containing x. On this path, there are two vertices y~ 
and y: such that y, < x < y:,  that satisfy Conditions (4.2) and (4.3), and that are as 
close as possible to x. It follows that they also satisfy ~4.4). Hence, conditions 
(4.1)-(4.4) define a unique pair of vertices that we denote functionally by 
(left(x), right(x)). 
There exists a long path that avoids x and goes through left(x) and right(x). 
Otherwise, one would have two long paths avoiding x and going through y and 
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right(x) on one hand, and left(x) and z on the other, for some y <left(x) and 
z>right(x).  The 4-tuple (y, left(x),right(x), z) would contradict condition 3 of 
Lemma 6.1 (see Fig. 9). it follows that we cannot have G[x]=/4  * H'  with x 
common to H and /-/'. If we had G[x] = H * 14' with x in /4 and not in H', then 
condition (4.4) in the definition of right(x) would not be satisfied. Similarily, we 
cannot have x in /-/' and not in H. it follows that G[x] is --atomic. [] 
Lemma 6.7. The set of  •-atomic onstituents of  G is equal to {G[x]lx ~ E~ u V~;}. 
Proof. Let G = Gi " G., • • • • • Gk with G, . . . . .  Gk --atomic, k >/!. For every i, 
there exists x in E~ u V~- such that G, = G[x]. (Th;s follows easily from Lemma 
6.6.) Hence, every •-atomic onstituent of G is G[x] for some x. 
Conversely, let us consider G[x]. We prove that G[x] belongs to CONST(G) by 
induction on the structure of G in the sense of Lemma 6.3. 
(!) If O = O~ • G_, • • • • • Gk, k t> 2 with G~ . . . . .  Gk .-atomic, then we have two 
subcases: 
(i) x belongs to G, and to G,÷l for some i; then O[x]=O,  hence, G[x]~ 
CONST(G). 
(ii) x belongs to one and only one of the subgraphs G, ; then left(x) and right(x) 
belong both to that G, and G[x] = G,[x]. Hence, G[x] ~ CONST(G,) (by induction) 
and O[x] ~ CONST(G). 
(2) if  O = G~/ /G: / / "  • •//Gk with G, . . . . .  Gk //-atomic and k t> 2; then, the 
argument is similar. Either O[ x ] = O and then O[ x ] c CONST(G), or O[ x ] = H[ x ] 
where H is a .-atom equal to one of the G,. By induction, we obtain G[x]c 
CONST(H) hence, G[x]~CONST(G) .  [-q 
Definition 6.8 (Chains). Let H be a .-atomic constituent of G. A H-chain in O is 
a sequence C = (G i ,  G_, . . . . .  Gk) satisfying the following conditions: 
(I) G, . . . . .  Gk are *-atomic constituents of G that are sub-SP-graphs of H, 
(2) sre~,(I) = sreu (! ), and Gj is maximal for inclusion with this condition, among 
the sub-SP-graphs of/4,  
(3) for every i = 2, 3 . . . . .  k - 1, G, is maximal for inclusion among the sub-SP- 
graphs of H such that sre~,.,(l) = sre~,(2). 
It follows from these conditions that the graph ~" := Gi • G, • • • • • Gk is a sub-SP- 
graph of H. A H-chain as above is complete if sr¢~,(2)= sreH(2). 
• ) • 
/ \ 
1 • ) • ) • ) • It • -- ) • 
y le f t  Ix)  ~ x r ight  Ix)  / z 
) • 
Fig. 9. 
) e2  
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Lemma 6.9. For every .-atomic constituent H of G, we have H = CI // C2 // " " "//Ck 
where {Ci . . . . .  Ck} is the set of  complete H-chains of  G. 
Proof. It is clear that each graph C, is//-atomic. By Lemma 6.3(2), we need only 
prove that every element of the set of / / -atomic onstituents {H i , . . . ,  He} such that 
H = Hi / / /4 . , / / "  • •/ /He,  is of the form t~+ for some complete H-chain C~. 
Let Hj be such a //-atomic constituent. Then, /4j = K~.  K2 ' ' " *  K~ where 
K~,..., Km are .-atomic. it is clear that K, is the unique maximal .-atomic 
sub-SP-graph of H such that s reu( l )=srex , ( l ) .  Each K+ is the unique maximal 
sub-SP-graph of H such that srcx,( ! ) = sreK, ,(2), where i = 2 . . . . .  m. Hence, Hj = C' 
where C is the complete H-chain (Ki . . . . .  Kin). [] 
Theorem 6.10. The set SP of oriented series-parallel graphs is strongly context-free. 
Proof. it follows from Lemma 6.1 that SP is definable, because the three conditions 
that characterize it as a subset of FG(A)2 can be written in monadic second-order 
logic. Hence, we need only consider a graph G in SP, and explain how tG can be 
defined in G, in the sense of Section 2. 
All notions introduced in Definition 6.5 are expressible in monadic second-order 
logic. Let us introduce a parameter X, denoting a subset of Da := V~ u E6 (see 
Definition 2.8), and let us require about it the following conditions: 
(Cl)  if x e X, then G[x] is defined, 
(C2) if x, y e X, x ~ y, then G[x] # G[y], 
(C3) for every x in D~ such that G[x] is defined, there exists y in X such that 
G[y] = G[x], 
In this way, we have a bijection of X onto the set of *-atomic constituents of G 
(by Lemma 6.7). One can write a formula ~(x,y, X )  saying that G[x]c_ G[y]. 
It follows that the expression tG in RM(P)  (denoting G) derived from Lemma 
6.3 can be defined in G. We do not give a formal construction, but we make a few 
observations from which the construction of a definition scheme defining it can be 
done. 
(1) If xe  X, then G[x] is equal to C i / / "  • •/ /Cc where {C~, . . . ,  Ce} is the set 
of complete G[x]-chains in G. A G[x]-chain is completely defined by its first 
element G[y] and the subgraph G[x]. Hence, the set {Yl . . . . .  ye} c _ C such that C~ 
is the G[x]-chain with first element G[y,], can be defined from x and X. 
(2) If xe  X and C=(G[y , ]  . . . .  , G[y,,]) is a complete G[x]-chain,  then C is 
equal to 
G[y,] • G[yd . . . .  • G[y.,].  
It follows from the definition of a chain that each term y,+m is definable from 
x, X, and y,. 
(3) The graph G is either G[x] for some x in X (the one such that G[y]c_ G[x]  
for every y in X) or is ¢~ for some complete G-chain (G[y l ]  . . . . .  G[y, , ] )  that one 
can also define. 
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From these remarks, one can define t~ in G by an appropriate definition scheme. 
Note that the role of X is just to select a unique x in V~ u E~ such that G[x] = H 
for each *-atomic constituent H of (3. The terms ,G associated with different sets 
X satisfying conditions (C1)-(C3) are thus isomorphic. [] 
We now aim to extend Theorem 6.10 to other sets ofgraphs related to series-parallel 
graphs, and in particular to the set of graphs of tree-width at most 2. 
Definitions 6.11 (Disoriented series-parallel graphs). Let G ~ FG(A)k. We say that 
H in FG(A)k is obtained from G by reorientation i fV .  = V~, E .  = E~, lab. = lab~. 
SrCH =srcc, and, for some subset W of E~, 
vertH(e)=(vert~(e, 2),vert~(e, 1)) i fe~ W 
=vert~(e) if e~ W. 
We write this H = G(W). It is clear that if H = G(W), we also have G = H(W). 
For every graph G, we denote by ~o(G) the 0-graph equal to G except hat its 
sources are turned into internal vertices. 
The set DSP of disoriented series-parallel graphs is defined as {cro(G(W)) [ G ~ SP, 
W ~ E~}. 
Theorem 6.12. The set DSP is strongly context-free. 
Proof. For every G in FG(A)o, every Wc_E~. every x.y in V~, we denote by 
G( W, x, y) the graph in FG(A)2 consisting of G(W) equipped with (x, y) as sequence 
of sources. 
Let ~W= { W, Yi, Y2, X}. One can modify the definition scheme A of Theorem 
6.10 into a definition scheme A' with set of parameters ~ such that, for every graph 
G in FG(A)o, for every assignment y: ~t/'--, G, we have: 
(1) def.~.(G, W, Yz, Y2, X) is defined iff W is a set of edges of G, YI, and Y2 are 
singletons {Yl}, and {Y2}, def.l(G( W, Yl, Y2), X) is defined, and 
(2) def.~.(G, y) = def.~(G( W, Yl, Y2), X) if they are both defined. 
It follows that def.~.(G, y) is defined for some y iff G~ DSP. If this is the case, 
then def.~.(G, y) is the tree tH denoting the oriented series-parallel graph H= 
G( W, y,, Y2). 
By using the information given by W, i.e., the reoriented edges, it is easy to modify 
A' so that it defines an expression tree for G defining it by means of the operations 
*,//, Cro, the constants a for all a in A, and the operation cr2.~ that reverses the 
sequence of sources of a 2-graph. [] 
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Definition 6.13. A btrsic graph is a graph G in FG(A)o of the following two possible 
forms: 
( i )  either G is reduced to one vertex and one edge (forming a leop), 
(2) or G is a two-connected graph in DSP, equivalently, a graph of the form 
o~;(G(W)) for some --atomic (oriented) series-parallel graph G in SP, and 
some W_ Ec~. 
As in [23], we say that a graph is two-connected if it is nonempty, connected, 
and has no cut-vertex. Hence, a graph reduced to a single edge is two-connected. 
Definition 6.14 (Tree-gluings). Let Lc_ FG(A)o. Let T be an unoriented tree with 
set of nodes V. Let f be a mapping associating with every node v of V a graph f (v )  
isomorphic to a graph in L. We assume that if v # v', thenf(v)  and f (v ' )  are disjoint. 
For every edge (x,y) of T, we le t f (x ,y )  be a pair (u, v) where u is a vertex o f f (x )  
and v is a vertex o f f (y ) .  We assume that f (y ,  x )= (:;, u) i f f (x ,  y )= (u, v). 
With (T , f )  as above, we associate a graph glue(T, f )  in FG(A)o as follows. We 
let first K be the (disjoint) union of the graphs f (v) ,  v ~ V. We let ~ be the equivalence 
relation on VK generated by the set of all pairs f (x,  y) for all edges (x,y) of T. 
Finally, we define glue(T,f):= K/~. We say that this graph is ; tree-gluing of 
graphs in L. 
A maximal two-connected subgraph of a graph G is called a block of G [23]. 
Hence, every connected graph is isomorphic to a tree-gluing of its blocks. Conversely, 
if G is a tree-gluing of two-connected graphs, the colnponents f (v )  are the blocks 
of G. 
Lemma 6.15. A binao, O-graph is of tree-width at most 2 iff its blocks are basic graphs. 
it follows from Theorem 6.12 that the set of basic graphs is strongly context-free. 
Hence, the following two lemmas entail immediately Theorem 6.18. 
Lemma 6.16. Let L c FG(A)o be a strongly context-free set of  nonempty connected 
graphs. The set L' of nonempO, graphs, all connected components of which are in L, 
is strongly context-free. 
Lemma 6.17. Let L c_ FG( A)o be a strongly context-free set of two-connected graphs. 
The set L' of tree-gluings of graphs of L is strongly context-free. 
Theorem 6.18. Let A consist of symbols of rank 2. The set of graphs in FG(A)o of 
tree-width at most 2 is strongly context-free. 
Proof of Lemma 6.16. Let (n-, K) be a par~aEi, ~r~:m;  ion of £, ,vith signature P. 
We can assume that P contains//,~ (we add this ~'~,~i .a P ot~er~,ise). We let K '  
be the set of terms in RM(P) of the form t~//,t2 /,," "//otk, for k>0,  tt . . . . .  tk 
in K. We claim that the presentation ( -, K ' )  of  1' is parsable. 
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Let A be a definition scheme for L, with set of parameters o/~.. We aim to construct 
a definition scheme A' for L'. Its set of parameters will be some °W'. In particular, 
we wish to have, for all ~ , ' :~ ' -~ G, where G~FG(A)o ,  t=def~,(G, y')  iff t=  
t~//o" • •//o tk, G = G,/ /o" • •//o Gk, and t, = de,/.~(G,, ~,) for some ~,: ~V'-~ G,. 
Let G ~ FG(A)o and x be an item of G (i.e., an edge or a vertex of G). We denote 
by G~ the connected component of G containing x. If  ~ is an assignment ~-*  G, 
then, we denote by ~ the °/~'-assignment °W-~. G~ such that ~(W)  = ~(W) n De, 
for all W in °W. Since G~ is definable in (G, x), it is not hard to construct from A, 
a definition scheme A, using an extra parameter Y such that, for every G in FG(A)o, 
for every x in D,~, for every ~, : ~- - - ,  G, 
defa,(G, 7, {x})= defa(G, ,  ~,) 
and such that one side ,Ji" this equality is defined iff the other is. Let X be a nonempty 
subset of De such that 
(i) G~ c L for each x in X, 
(it) G,#G, . fo rx ,  y inX ,  x#y,  
(iii) each connected component of G is G, for some x in X. 
Such a set exists iff G belongs to L'. Let 7 be a ~F-assignment in G such that 
t~.x:=defa(G~, y y) is defined for each x in X. It is clear that the graph 
t~ := t~. . , , / / I  " " " / / ,  t~. ..... 
in FG(R(P, l ) ) t ,  where X = |x,  . . . . .  x,.}, is the desired tree, representing the graph 
G = G., / /o" • •//o G.,,. (Note here the use of / / ,  in the definition of t~ : this is because 
we consider graphs representing trees in the sense of Definition 3.2 and not terms.) 
One can construct from A m a definition scheme A" with set of parameters ~" '= 
°/~u {X} such that for every graph G in FG(A) , ,  for every assignment ~": ~"- -*  G, 
we have the following conditions: 
(1) def~(G, ~/') is defined itt the subset ~'(X)  of D~ satisfies conditions (i)-(ii i). 
(It follows that Gc  L' iff def-..(G, ~,") is defined for some y'.) 
(2) If S=def~..(G, 7") is defined, then S is the disjoint union of the graphs 
representing the trees t~.. ~,, i = 1 . . . . .  m, where y ' (X )  = {x. . . . . .  Xm}. Hence, S is a 
finite disjoint union of trees in RM(P).  The tree t we wish to construct is the result 
of the fusion of the roots of the m trees forming S into a single node (the root of t). 
By Lemma 2.4, t can be defined in S (whence in G, by Corollary 2.6). We need 
only choose which of the roots of the trees tm,. . . ,  tm will be taken as the root 
of t. This choice can be made by means of an extra parameter Z. 
It follows that one can construct A' with set of parameters o/~., := ~ 'u  {X, Z} such 
that, for every assignment "~': ~ '  --~ G we have 
(1) def~(G, /') is defined iff the subset 7 ' (X)  of De satisfies conditions (i)-(i i i), 
(2) ~'(Z) is a singleton and ~'(Z)c_ ~'(X),  
(3) if t=def.r(G, 7') is defined then t=t , / / , . . . /1 ,  t,, and t defines G= 
GI Iio" • • Iio Gin. 
The role of  Z is to tell that the root of t,, where i is such that 7'(Z) = {x,t ~ 7 ' (X)  
is taken as root of t. This concludes the proof. [] 
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Sketch of the proof of Lemma 6.17. A completely formal proof would be quite long. 
We only give a sketch. 
Let G be a graph in FG(A),,. Every edge e of G belongs to a unique block G,. 
of G (see [23]). The set of items of G, can be defined in G. (To be precise, one 
can construct a formula ~(X, Y) such that (G,X, Y )~ ~o iff X={e} and Y=D~. 
for some e in E~;.) The graph G belongs to L' iff each of these subgraphs G,. belongs 
to L. Since L is definable, this can be expressed in rnonadic second-order logic. A 
syntactic tree of G,. (with respect o the given parsable presentation of L) can be 
defined in G,., hence in G, whenever G,. belongs to L. 
Let us now consider G belonging to L'. It is a tree-gluing of a family {G,.Jec E} 
of blocks of G, for some E _c E , ,  and the associate,] tree t (as in Definition 6.14), 
can be defined in G. By combining the tree t with the syntactic trees of the various 
graphs G,., e c E, one can define (by an appropriate definition scheme), a syntactic 
tree of G (with respect o an appropriate presentation over some extension of the 
given signature of graph operations). We omit the details. [] 
in the following extension of Theorem 6.18, we do not limit A to symbols of 
rank 2. 
Theorem 6.19. The set of graphs in FG(A),, of tree-width at most 2 is strong(v 
con text-/?ee. 
Proof. In Theorem 6.10, we have shown how a syntactic tree tt~ of an oriented 
series-parallel graph G can be defined in G, in monadic second-order logic. From 
this tree, it is not hard to obtain a tree-decomposition ( t , , f )  of G, of width at most 
2. This tree-decomposition can be defined in G. One can construct a formula g(x, y) 
such that G~ ~(x,y)  iff x represent a node u oft~; and y is a vertex in f (u) .  
This construction extends to disoriented series-parallel graphs (by Theo¢em 6.12) 
and to graphs of tree-width at most 2 (by Theorem 6.18). To summarize, in every 
Ibinary) graph of tree-width at most 2, one can define a tree-decomposition of width 
at most 2 of this graph, by a monadic second-order formula. 
Let us now consider the case where A has symbols of all ranks, it is shown in 
[8] that the ~,raphs over A can be encoded as binary graphs over a new alphabet 
of binary symbols. To be more specific, a graph G is encoded into a graph K(G) 
with the same vertices. The (hyper)edges of G are replaced by cliques, it follows 
that every tree-decomposition of K(G) i.,; also a tree-decomposition of G. 
Given G in FGIA),,, one can define K(G) in G (in the sense of Definition 2.2), 
one can define in G a tree-decomposition of K(G) ,  of tree-width at most 2 if such 
a tree-decomposition does exist. It is not difficult to convert a tree-decomposition 
into a syntactic tr~c over an appropriately defined signature ofgraph operations. [] 
We hope that these techniques extend to tree-width k for every k, which would 
give a proof of Conjecture 2 (see the introduction and the discussion of Conjectures 
Mmladic ~eeond-order h~g," of'graphs 201 
4.12),  and ,  f inal ly,  a bet ter  unders tand ing  o f  the  re la t ions  between def inabi l i ty ,  
recogn izab i l i ty ,  and  context - f reeness  for  sets  o f  g raphs .  
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